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· To be able to implement decisions using if statements

· To understand how to group statements into blocks

· To learn how to compare integers, floating-point numbers, strings, and objects

· To recognize the correct ordering of decisions in multiple branches

· To program conditions using Boolean operators and variables

T To understand the importance of test coverage

The programs we have seen so far were able to do fast computations and render graphs, but
they were very inflexible. Except for variations in the input, they worked the same way with
every program run. One of the essential features of nontrivial computer programs is their
ability to make decisions and to carry out different actions, depending on the nature of the
inputs. The goal of this chapter is to learn how to program simple and complex decisions.
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5.1 The if Statement

Computer programs often need to make decisions, taking different actions depending on a condition.

Consider the bank account class of Chapter 3. The withdraw method allows you to withdraw as much
money from the account as you like. The balance just moves ever further into the negatives. That is not a
realistic model for a bank account. Let's implement the withdraw method so that you cannot withdraw
more money than you have in the account. That is, the withdraw method must make a decision: whether to
allow the withdrawal or not.

The if statement lets a program carry out different actions depending on a condition.
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The if statement is used to implement a decision. The if statement has two parts: a condition and a
body. If the condition is true, the body of the statement is executed. The body of the if statement consists
of a statement:

MJ��EQSYRX�!�FEPERGI�

���FEPERGI�!�FEPERGI���EQSYRX��

The assignment statement is carried out only when the amount to be withdrawn is less than or equal to
the balance (see Figure 5-1).

FIGURE 5-1 Flowchart for an if Statement
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Let us make the withdraw method of the BankAccount class even more realistic. Most banks not only
disallow withdrawals that exceed your account balance; they also charge you a penalty for every attempt
to do so.

This operation can't be programmed simply by providing two complementary if statements, such as:

MJ��EQSYRX�!�FEPERGI�

���FEPERGI�!�FEPERGI���EQSYRX��

MJ��EQSYRX�"�FEPERGI����23�

���FEPERGI�!�FEPERGI���3:)6(6%*8C4)2%08=��

There are two problems with this approach. First, if you need to modify the condition amount < = balance
for some reason, you must remember to update the condition amount > balance as well. If you do not, the
logic of the program will no longer be correct. More importantly, if you modify the value of balance in the
body of the first if statement (as in this example), then the second condition uses the new value.

To implement a choice between alternatives, use the if/else statement:

MJ��EQSYRX�!�FEPERGI�

���FEPERGI�!�FEPERGI���EQSYRX��

IPWI�

���FEPERGI�!�FEPERGI���3:)6(6%*8C4)2%08=��

Now there is only one condition. If it is satisfied, the first statement is executed. Otherwise, the second is
executed. The flowchart in Figure 5-2 gives a graphical representation of the branching behavior.
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A block statement groups several statements together.

FIGURE 5-2 Flowchart for an if /else Statement
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Quite often, however, the body of the if statement consists of multiple statements that must be executed
in sequence whenever the condition is true. These statements must be grouped together to form a block
statement by enclosing them in braces{ }. Here is an example.

MJ��EQSYRX�!�FEPERGI�

_�

���HSYFPI�RI[&EPERGI�!�FEPERGI���EQSYRX��

���FEPERGI�!�RI[&EPERGI��

a�

A statement such as
FEPERGI�!�FEPERGI���EQSYRX��
is called a simple statement . A conditional statement such as
MJ��\�"!���]�!�\��
is called a compound statement . In Chapter 6, you will encounter loop statements; they too are compound
statements.

The body of an if statement or the else�DOWHUQDWLYH�PXVW�EH�D�VWDWHPHQW²WKDW�LV��D�VLPSOH�VWDWHPHQW��D�FRPSRXQG�
statement (such as another if statement), or a block statement.

Self Check

1. Self Check 5.1 Why did we use amount < = balance and not amount < balance?

Why did we use the condition amount < = balance and not amount < balance in the example for the
if/else statement?

2. Self Check 5.2 What is Logically Wrong with this if Statement?

What is logically wrong with the statement
MJ��EQSYRX�!�FEPERGI�
���RI[&EPERGI�!�FEPERGI���EQSYRX��FEPERGI�!�RI[&EPERGI��
and how do you fix it?

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

Syntax 5.1: The if Statement
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syntax 5.1
MJ��GSRHMXMSR�
���WXEXIQIRX�
�
MJ��GSRHMXMSR�
���WXEXIQIRX

�
�

IPWI�
���WXEXIQIRX

�
�

example 1

MJ��EQSYRX�!�FEPERGI�
���FEPERGI�!�FEPERGI���EQSYRX��
�
MJ��EQSYRX�!�FEPERGI�
���FEPERGI�!�FEPERGI���EQSYRX��
IPWI�
���FEPERGI�!�FEPERGI���3:)6(6%*8C4)2%08=��

Purpose

To execute a statement when a condition is true or false

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

Syntax 5.2: Block Statement

syntax 5.2
_�
��WXEXIQIRX

�
�

��WXEXIQIRX
�
�

���������
a�

example 2

_�
HSYFPI�RI[&EPERGI�!�FEPERGI���EQSYRX��
FEPERGI�!�RI[&EPERGI��
a�
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Purpose

To group several statements together to form a single statement

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

Quality Tip 5.1: Brace Layout

Quality Tip 5.1

The compiler doesn't care where you place braces, but we strongly recommend that you follow a simple
rule: Line up { and }.
MJ��EQSYRX�!�FEPERGI�
_�
���HSYFPI�RI[&EPERGI�!�FEPERGI���EQSYRX��
���FEPERGI�!�RI[&EPERGI��
a�
This scheme makes it easy to spot matching braces.

Some programmers put the opening brace on the same line as the if:
MJ��EQSYRX�!�FEPERGI�_�
���HSYFPI�RI[&EPERGI�!�FEPERGI���EQSYRX��
���FEPERGI�!�RI[&EPERGI��
a�
This saves a line of code, but it makes it harder to match the braces.

It is important that you pick a layout scheme and stick with it. Which scheme you choose may depend on
your personal preference or a coding style guide that you must follow.
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Productivity Hint 5.1: Indentation and Tabs

Productivity Hint 5.1

When writing Java programs, use indentation to indicate nesting levels:
TYFPMG�GPEWW�&ERO%GGSYRX�
_�
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�̀������
�̀TYFPMG�ZSMH�[MXLHVE[�HSYFPI�EQSYRX�
�̀_�
�̀̀�MJ��EQSYRX�!�FEPERGI�
�̀̀�_�
�̀̀ �̀��HSYFPI�RI[&EPERGI�!�FEPERGI���EQSYRX��
�̀̀ �̀��FEPERGI�!�RI[&EPERGI��
�̀̀�a�
�̀a�
�̀������
a�
��������
-RHIRXEXMSR�PIZIP�
How many spaces should you use per indentation level? Some programmers use eight spaces per level,
but that isn't a good choice:
TYFPMG�GPEWW�&ERO%GGSYRX�
_�
�
��������������
��������TYFPMG�ZSMH�[MXLHVE[�HSYFPI�EQSYRX�
��������_�
����������������MJ��EQSYRX�!�FEPERGI�
����������������_�
������������������������HSYFPI�RI[&EPERGI�!��
��������������������������������FEPERGI���EQSYRX��
������������������������FEPERGI�!�RI[&EPERGI��
����������������a�
��������a�
��������������
a�
It crowds the code too much to the right side of the screen. As a consequence, long expressions frequently
must be broken into separate lines. More common values are two, three, or four spaces per indentation
level.

How do you move the cursor from the leftmost column to the appropriate indentation level? A perfectly
reasonable strategy is to hit the space bar a sufficient number of times. However, many programmers use
the Tab key instead. A tab moves the cursor to the next tab stop. By default, there are tab stops every
eight columns, but most editors let you change that value; you should find out how to set your editor's tab
stops to, say, every three columns.

Some editors help you out with an autoindent feature. They automatically insert as many tabs or spaces
as the preceding line because the new line is quite likely to belong to the same logical indentation level. If
it isn't, you must add or remove a tab, but that is still faster than tabbing all the way from the left margin.

As nice as tabs are for data entry, they have one disadvantage: They can mess up printouts. If you send a
file with tabs to a printer, the printer may either ignore the tabs altogether or set tab stops every eight
columns. It is therefore best to save and print your files with spaces instead of tabs. Most editors have
settings that convert tabs to spaces before you save or print a file.
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Advanced Topic 5.1: The Selection Operator

Advanced Topic 5.1

Java has a selection operator of the form
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GSRHMXMSR#�ZEPYI
�
���ZEPYI

�
�

The value of that expression is either value1 if the condition is true or value2 if it is false. For example, we
can compute the absolute value as
]�!�\�"!���#�\����\��
which is a convenient shorthand for
MJ��\�"!���
���]�!�\��
IPWI�
���]�!��\��
The selection operator is similar to the if/else statement, but it works on a different syntactical level.
The selection operator combines values and yields another value. The if/else statement combines
statements and yields another statement.

For example, it would be an error to write
]�!�MJ��\�"���\��IPWI��\�����)VVSV�
The if/else construct is a statement, not a value, and you cannot assign it to a variable.

We don't use the selection operator in this book, but it is a convenient and legitimate construct that you
will find in many Java programs.

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

5.2 Comparing Values

5.2.A Relational Operators

Relational operators compare values. The == operator tests for equality.

A relational operator tests the relationship between two values. An example is the <= operator that we used in
the test
MJ��EQSYRX�!�FEPERGI�
Java has six relational operators:

Java Math Notation Description

> > Greater than

>= > Greater than or equal

< < Less than

<= < Less than or equal

== = Equal

!= Not equal

As you can see, only two relational operators (> and <) look as you would expect from the mathematical notation.
Computer keyboards do not have keys for , or , but the >=, <= , and != operators are easy to remember
because they look similar.
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The == operator is initially confusing to most newcomers to Java. In Java, the = symbol already has a meaning,
namely assignment. The == operator denotes equality testing:
E�!�������%WWMKR���XS�E�
MJ��E�!!������������8IWX�[LIXLIV�E�IUYEPW���
You will have to remember to use == for equality testing, and to use = for assignment.

5.2.B Comparing Floating-Point Numbers

You have to be careful when comparing floating-point numbers, in order to cope with roundoff errors. For example,
the following code multiplies the square root of 2 by itself and then subtracts 2.
HSYFPI�V�!�1EXL�WUVX����
HSYFPI�H�!�V���V������
MJ��H�!!���
���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��WUVX���WUYEVIH�QMRYW���MW�����
IPWI�
���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��
����������WUVX���WUYEVIH�QMRYW���MW�RSX���FYX�����H��

Even though the laws of mathematics tell us that equals 0, this program fragment prints
WUVX���WUYEVIH�QMRYW���MW�RSX���FYX������������������)����
Unfortunately, such roundoff errors are unavoidable. It plainly does not make sense in most circumstances to
compare floating-point numbers exactly. Instead, test whether they are close enough.

When comparing floating-point numbers, don't test for equality. Instead, check whether they are
close enough.

To test whether a number x is close to zero, you can test whether absolute value |x| (that is, the number with its sign

removed) is less than a very small threshold number. That threshold value is often called (the Greek letter

epsilon). It is common to set to 10-14 when testing double numbers.

Similarly, you can test whether two numbers are approximately equal by checking whether their difference is close to
0.

In Java, we program the test as follows:
JMREP�HSYFPI�)47-032�!��)�����
MJ��1EXL�EFW�\���]�!�)47-032�
������\�MW�ETTVS\MQEXIP]�IUYEP�XS�]�

5.2.C Comparing Strings

To test whether two strings are equal to each other, you must use the method called equals:
MJ��WXVMRK���IUYEPW�WXVMRK��������

Do not use the == operator to compare strings. Use the equals method instead.
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Do not use the == operator to compare strings. The expression
MJ��WXVMRK��!!�WXVMRK�����2SX�YWIJYP�
has an unrelated meaning. It tests whether the two string variables refer to the identical string object. You can have
strings with identical contents stored in different objects, so this test never makes sense in actual programming; see
Common Error 5.1.

In Java, letter case matters. For example, ³+DUU\́�DQG�³+$55<́�DUH�QRW�WKH�VDPH�VWULQJ��7R�LJQRUH�WKH�OHWWHU�FDVH��
use the equal sIgnoreCase method:
MJ��WXVMRK��IUYEPW-KRSVI'EWI�WXVMRK��������

The compareTo method compares strings in dictionary order.

If two strings are not identical to each other, you still may want to know the relationship between them. The
compareTo method compares strings in dictionary order. If
WXVMRK��GSQTEVI8S��WXVMRK�����
then the string string1 comes before the string string2 in the dictionary. For example, this is the case if string1 is
³+DUU\́ , and string2 is ³+HOOŔ . If
WXVMRK��GSQTEVI8S�WXVMRK���"���
then string1 comes after string2 in dictionary order. Finally, if
WXVMRK���GSQTEVI8S�WXVMRK��!!���
then string1 and string2 are equal.

$FWXDOO\��WKH�³GLFWLRQDU\́�RUGHULQJ�XVHG�E\�-DYD�LV�VOLJKWO\different from that of a normal dictionary. Java is case
sensitive and sorts characters by putting numbers first, then uppercase characters, then lowercase characters. For
example, 1 comes before B, which comes before a. The space character comes before all other characters.

Let us investigate the comparison process closely. When Java compares two strings, corresponding letters are
compared until one of the strings ends or the first difference is encountered. If one of the strings ends, the longer
string is considered the later one. If a character mismatch is found, the characters are compared to determine which
string comes later in the dictionary sequence. This process is called lexicographic comparison. For example, let's
compare ³FDÚ with ³FDUJŔ . The first three letters match, and we reach the end of the first string. Therefore ³FDÚ
comes before ³FDUJŔ in the lexicographic ordering. Now compare ³FDWKRGH́ with ³FDUJŔ . The first two letters
match. In the third character position, t comes after r, so the string ³FDWKRGH́ comes after ³FDUJŔ in lexicographic
ordering. (See Figure 5-3.)

FIGURE 5-3 Lexicographic Comparison

5.2.D Comparing Objects

If you compare two object references with the == operator, you test whether the references refer to the same object.
Here is an example:
6IGXERKPI�FS\��!�RI[�6IGXERKPI����������������
6IGXERKPI�FS\��!�FS\���
6IGXERKPI�FS\��!�RI[�6IGXERKPI����������������
The comparison
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FS\��!!�FS\��
is true. Both object variables refer to the same object. But the comparison
FS\��!!�FS\��
is false. The two object variables refer to different objects (see Figure 5-4). It does not matter that the objects have
identical contents.

The == operator tests whether two object references are identical. To compare the contents of
objects, you need to use the equals method.

FIGURE 5-4 Comparing Object References

You can use the equals method to test whether two rectangles have the same contents, that is, whether they have
the same upper-left corner and the same width and height. For example, the test
FS\��IUYEPW�FS\��
is true.

However, you must be careful when using the equals method. It works correctly only if the implementors of the class
have defined it. The Rectangle class has an equals method that is suitable for comparing rectangles.

For your own classes, you need to supply an appropriate equals method. You will learn how to do that in Chapter 10.
Until that point, you should not use the equals method to compare objects of your own classes.

5.2.E Testing for Null

The null reference refers to no object.
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An object reference can have the special value null if it refers to no object at all. It is common to use the null value
to indicate that a value has never been set. For example,
7XVMRK�QMHHPI-RMXMEP�!�RYPP�����2SX�WIX�
MJ��������
���QMHHPI-RMXMEP�!�QMHHPI2EQI�WYFWXVMRK�������
You use the == operator (and not equals) to test whether an object reference is a null reference:
MJ��QMHHPI-RMXMEP�!!�RYPP�
���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�JMVWX2EQI���������PEWX2EQI��
IPWI�
���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�JMVWX2EQI���������QMHHPI-RMXMEP���������PEWX2EQI��
Note that the null�UHIHUHQFH�LV�QRW�WKH�VDPH�DV�WKH�HPSW\�VWULQJ�³́��7KH�HPSW\�VWULQJ�LV�D�YDOLG�VWULQJ�RI�OHQJWK����
whereas a null indicates that a string variable refers to no string at all.

Self Check

3. Self Check 5.3 What is the Value of s.length() if s is'”’, “ ”, null?

What is the value of s.length() if s is
a. WKH�HPSW\�VWULQJ�³́"�
b. WKH�VWULQJ�³�́�FRQWDLQLQJ�D�VSDFH"�
c. null?

4. Self Check 5.4 Which Comparisons are Syntactically Incorrect? Logically Questionable?

Which of the following comparisons are syntactically incorrect? Which of them are syntactically correct, but
logically questionable?
7XVMRK�E�!������
7XVMRK�F�!��SRI���
HSYFPI�\�!����
HSYFPI�]�!���������������

a. D� �³�́

b. a == null

c. D�HTXDOV�³́�

d. a == b

e. a == x

f. x == y

g. x - y == null

h. x.equals(y)

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

Common Error 5.1: Using == to Compare Strings
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Common Error 5.1

It is an extremely common error in Java to write == when equals is intended. This is particularly true for
strings. If you write
MJ��RMGOREQI�!!��6SF��
then the test succeeds only if the variable nickname refers to the exact same string object as the string
constant ³5RÉ . For efficiency, Java makes only one string object for every string constant. Therefore, the
following test will pass:
7XVMRK�RMGOREQI�!��6SF���
������
MJ��RMGOREQI�!!��6SF�����8IWX�MW�XVYI�
However, if the string with the letters R o b has been assembled in some other way, then the test will fail:
7XVMRK�REQI�!��6SFIVX���
7XVMRK�RMGOREQI�!�REQI�WYFWXVMRK�������
������
MJ��RMGOREQI�!!��6SF�����8IWX�MW�JEPWI�
This is a particularly distressing situation: The wrong code will sometimes do the right thing, sometimes
the wrong thing. Because string objects are always constructed by the compiler, you never have an
interest in whether two string objects are shared. You must remember never to use == to compare
strings. Always use equals or compareTo to compare strings.

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

Quality Tip 5.2: Avoid Conditions with Side Effects

Quality Tip 5.2

In Java, it is legal to nest assignments inside test conditions:
MJ���H�!�F���F�������E���G�"!���V�!�1EXL�WUVX�H��
It is legal to use the decrement operator inside other expressions:
MJ��R���"���������
These are bad programming practices, because they mix a test with another activity. The other activity
(setting the variable d, decrementing n) is called a side effect of the test.

As you will see in Advanced Topic 6.2, conditions with side effects can occasionally be helpful to simplify
loops; for if statements they should always be avoided.

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

5.3 Multiple Alternatives

5.3.A Sequences of Comparisons
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Many computations require more than a single if/else decision. Sometimes, you need to make a series of related
comparisons.

Multiple conditions can be combined to evaluate
complex decisions. The correct arrangement
depends on the logic of the problem to be solved.

The following program asks for a value describing the magnitude of an earthquake on the Richter scale and prints a
description of the likely impact of the quake. The Richter scale is a measurement for the strength of an earthquake.
Every step in the scale, for example from 6.0 to 7.0, signifies a tenfold increase in the strength of the quake. The
1989 Loma Prieta earthquake that damaged the Bay Bridge in San Francisco and destroyed many buildings in several
Bay area cities registered 7.1 on the Richter scale.
GL���UYEOI�)EVXLUYEOI�NEZE�
�������
������%�GPEWW�XLEX�HIWGVMFIW�XLI�IJJIGXW�SJ�ER�IEVXLUYEOI��
������
���TYFPMG�GPEWW�)EVXLUYEOI�
���_�
�������
������'SRWXVYGXW�ER�)EVXLUYEOI�SFNIGX��
������$TEVEQ�QEKRMXYHI�XLI�QEKRMXYHI�SR�XLI�6MGLXIV�WGEPI�
������
���TYFPMG�)EVXLUYEOI�HSYFPI�QEKRMXYHI�
���_�
������VMGLXIV�!�QEKRMXYHI��
���a�
���
�������
������+IXW�E�HIWGVMTXMSR�SJ�XLI�IJJIGX�SJ�XLI�IEVXLUYEOI��
������$VIXYVR�XLI�HIWGVMTXMSR�SJ�XLI�IJJIGX�
������
���TYFPMG�7XVMRK�KIX(IWGVMTXMSR��
���_�
������7XVMRK�V��
������MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���������V�!�w1SWX�WXVYGXYVIW�JEPPx��
������IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���������V�!�w1ER]�FYMPHMRKW�HIWXVS]IHx��
������IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���������V�!�w1ER]�FYMPHMRKW�GSRWMHIVEFP]�HEQEKIH��WSQI�GSPPETWIx��
������IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���������V�!�w(EQEKI�XS�TSSVP]�GSRWXVYGXIH�FYMPHMRKWx��
������IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���������V�!�w*IPX�F]�QER]�TISTPI��RS�HIWXVYGXMSRx��
������IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV�"!���
���������V�!�w+IRIVEPP]�RSX�JIPX�F]�TISTPIx��
������IPWI�
���������V�!�w2IKEXMZI�RYQFIVW�EVI�RSX�ZEPMHx��
������VIXYVR�V��
���a�
���
���TVMZEXI�HSYFPI�VMGLXIV��
��a�
GL���UYEOI�)EVXLUYEOI6YRRIV�NEZE�
���MQTSVX�NEZE�YXMP��7GERRIV��
��
�������
������8LMW�TVSKVEQ�TVMRXW�E�HIWGVMTXMSR�SJ�ER�IEVXLUYEOI�SJ�E�KMZIR�QEKRMXYHI��
������
���TYFPMG�GPEWW�)EVXLUYEOI6YRRIV�
���_�
������TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVMRK?A�EVKW�
������_�
���������7GERRIV�MR�!�RI[�7GERRIV�7]WXIQ�MR��
���
���������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX�w)RXIV�E�QEKRMXYHI�SR�XLI�6MGLXIV�WGEPI��x��
���������HSYFPI�QEKRMXYHI�!�MR�RI\X(SYFPI���
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���������)EVXLUYEOI�UYEOI�!�RI[�)EVXLUYEOI�QEKRMXYHI��
���������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�UYEOI�KIX(IWGVMTXMSR����
�������a�
����a�
3YXTYX�
)RXIV�E�QEKRMXYHI�SR�XLI�6MGLXIV�WGEPI������
1ER]�FYMPHMRKW�HIWXVS]IH�

Here we must sort the conditions and test against the largest cutoff first. Suppose we reverse the order of tests:
MJ��VMGLXIV�"!������8IWXW�MR�[VSRK�SVHIV�
���V�!��+IRIVEPP]�RSX�JIPX�F]�TISTPI���
IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���V�!��*IPX�F]�QER]�TISTPI��RS�HIWXVYGXMSR���
IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���V�!��(EQEKI�XS�TSSVP]�GSRWXVYGXIH�FYMPHMRKW���
IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���V�!��1ER]�FYMPHMRKW�GSRWMHIVEFP]�HEQEKIH��WSQI�GSPPETWI���
IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���V�!��1ER]�FYMPHMRKW�HIWXVS]IH���
IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���V�!��1SWX�WXVYGXYVIW�JEPP���
This does not work. All nonnegative values of richter fall into the first case, and the other tests will never be
attempted.

In this example, it is also important that we use an if/else/else test, not just multiple independent if statements.
Consider this sequence of independent tests:
MJ��VMGLXIV�"!��������(MHR�X�YWI�IPWI�
���V�!��1SWX�WXVYGXYVIW�JEPP���
MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���V�!��1ER]�FYMPHMRKW�HIWXVS]IH���
MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���V�!��1ER]�FYMPHMRKW�GSRWMHIVEFP]�HEQEKIH��WSQI�GSPPETWI���
MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���V�!��(EQEKI�XS�TSSVP]�GSRWXVYGXIH�FYMPHMRKW���
MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���V�!��*IPX�F]�QER]�TISTPI��RS�HIWXVYGXMSR���
MJ��VMGLXIV�"!���
���V�!��+IRIVEPP]�RSX�JIPX�F]�TISTPI���
Now the alternatives are no longer exclusive. If richter is 6.0, then the last four tests all match, and r is set four
times.

5.3.B Nested Branches

Some computations have multiple levels of decision making. You first make one decision, and each of the outcomes
leads to another decision. Here is a typical example.

In the United States, taxpayers pay federal income tax at different rates depending on their incomes and marital
status. There are two main tax schedules: one for single WD[SD\HUV�DQG�RQH�IRU�PDUULHG�WD[SD\HUV�³ILOLQJ�MRLQWO\́��
meaning that the married taxpayers add their incomes together and pay taxes on the total. (In fact, there are two
RWKHU�VFKHGXOHV��³KHDG�RI�KRXVHKROǴ�DQG�³PDUULHG�ILOLQJ�VHSDUDWHO\́��ZKLFK�ZH�ZLOO�LJQRUH�IRU�VLPSOLFLW\���7DEOH�5-1
gives the tax rate computations for each of the filing categories, using the values for the 1992 federal tax return.
(We're using the 1992 tax rate schedule in this illustration because of its simplicity. Legislation in 1993 increased the
number of rates in each status and added more complicated rules. By the time that you read this, the tax laws may
well have become even more complex.)

Now let us compute the taxes due, given a filing status and an income figure. First, we must branch on the filing
status. Then, for each filing status, we must have another branch on income level.

TABLE 5-1 Federal Tax Rate Schedule (1992)

If your filing status is Single: If your filing status is Married:

Tax Bracket Percentage Tax Bracket Percentage

���«��������� 15% ���«��������� 15%
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Amount over $21,450, up to $51,900 28% Amount over $35,800, up to $86,500 28%

Amount over $51,900 31% Amount over $86,500 31%

The two-level decision process is reflected in two levels of if statements. We say that the income test is nested inside
the test for filing status. (See Figure 5-5 for a flowchart.)

FIGURE 5-5 Income Tax Computation Using 1992 Schedule

GL���XE\�8E\6IXYVR�NEZE�
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���
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������������XE\�!�6%8)����7-2+0)C&6%'/)8��
��������������������6%8)�����MRGSQI���7-2+0)C&6%'/)8���
���������IPWI�
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��������������������6%8)�����MRGSQI���7-2+0)C&6%'/)8���
������a��
������IPWI�
������_�
���������MJ��MRGSQI��!�1%66-)(C&6%'/)8��
������������XE\�!�6%8)����MRGSQI��
���������IPWI�MJ��MRGSQI��!�1%66-)(C&6%'/)8��
������������XE\�!�6%8)����1%66-)(C&6%'/)8��
��������������������6%8)�����MRGSQI���1%66-)(C&6%'/)8���
������IPWI�
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Self Check

5. Self Check 5.5 Can You Reverse the Order of the Earthquake if/else/else Statements? Self Check 5.6

The if/else/else statement for the earthquake strength first tested for higher values, then descended to
lower values. Can you reverse that order?

6. Self Check 5.7 Can You Earn Less After-tax Money if You Get a Raise for Working Hard?

Some people object to higher tax rates for higher incomes, claiming that you might end up with less
money after taxes when you get a raise for working hard. What is the flaw in this argument?

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

Productivity Hint 5.2: Keyboard Shortcuts for Mouse
Operations

Productivity Hint 5.2

Programmers spend a lot of time with the keyboard. Programs and documentation are many pages long
and require a lot of typing. This makes you different from the average computer user who uses the mouse
more often than the keyboard.

Unfortunately for you, modern user interfaces are optimized for the mouse. The mouse is the most
obvious tool for switching between windows, and for selecting commands. The constant switching between
the keyboard and the mouse slows you down. You need to move a hand off the keyboard, locate the
mouse, move the mouse, click the mouse, and move the hand back onto the keyboard. For that reason,
most user interfaces have keyboard shortcuts: combinations of keystrokes that allow you to achieve the
same tasks without having to switch to the mouse at all.

All Microsoft Windows applications use the following conventions:
· 7KH�$OW�NH\�SOXV�WKH�XQGHUOLQHG�OHWWHU�LQ�D�PHQX�QDPH��VXFK�DV�WKH�)�LQ�³)LOH́��SXOOV�GRZQ�WKDW�PHQX��

Inside a menu, just type the underlined character in the name of a submenu to activate it. For example,
$OW�)�IROORZHG�E\�2�VHOHFWV�³)LOH́�³2SHQ́��2QFH�\RXU�fingers know about this combination, you can open
files faster than the fastest mouse artist.

· Inside dialog boxes, the Tab key is important; it moves from one option to the next. The arrow keys
move within an option. The Enter key accepts the entire dialog box, and Esc cancels it.

· In a program with multiple windows, Ctrl+Tab usually toggles through the windows managed by that
program, for example between the source and error windows.

· Alt+Tab toggles between applications, allowing you to toggle quickly between, for example, the text
editor and a command shell window.
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· Hold down the Shift key and press the arrow keys to highlight text. Then use Ctrl+X to cut the text,
Ctrl+C to copy it, and Ctrl+V to paste it. These keys are easy to remember. The V looks like an insertion
mark that an editor would use to insert text. The X should remind you of crossing out text. The C is just
WKH�ILUVW�OHWWHU�LQ�³&RS\́���2.��VR�LW�LV�DOVR�WKH�ILUVW�OHWWHU�LQ�³&XẂ²QR�PQHPRQLF�UXOH�LV�SHUIHFW���<RX�ILQG�
these reminders in the Edit menu of most text editors.

Take a little bit of time to learn about the keyboard shortcuts that the program designers provided for you,
and the time investment will be repaid many times during your programming career. When you blaze
through your work in the computer lab with keyboard shortcuts, you may find yourself surrounded by
DPD]HG�RQORRNHUV�ZKR�ZKLVSHU��³,�GLGQ
W�NQRZ�\RX�FRXOG�GR�that.”

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

Productivity Hint 5.3: Copy and Paste in the Editor

Productivity Hint 5.3

When you see code like
MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���V�!��1SWX�WXVYGXYVIW�JEPP���
IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���V�!��1ER]�FYMPHMRKW�HIWXVS]IH���
IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���V�!��1ER]�FYMPHMRKW�GSRWMHIVEFP]�HEQEKIH��WSQI�GSPPETWI��
IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���V�!��(EQEKI�XS�TSSVP]�GSRWXVYGXIH�FYMPHMRKW���
IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV�"!�����
���V�!��*IPX�F]�QER]�TISTPI��RS�HIWXVYGXMSR���
\RX�VKRXOG�WKLQN�³FRS\�DQG�SDVWH́��0DNH�D�WHPSODWH���
IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV�"!��
��V�!������
and copy it. This is usually done by highlighting with the mouse and then selecting Edit and then Copy
from the menu bar. If you follow Productivity Hint 5.2, you are smart and use the keyboard. Hit Shift+End
to highlight the entire line, then Ctrl+C to copy it. Then paste it (Ctrl+V) multiple times and fill the text
into the copies. Of course, your editor may use different commands, but the concept is the same.

The ability to copy and paste is a lways useful when you have code from an example or another project
that is similar to your current needs. To copy, paste, and modify is faster than to type everything from
scratch. You are also less likely to make typing errors.

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

Advanced Topic 5.2: The switch Statement

Advanced Topic 5.2
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A sequence of if/else/else that compares a single value against several constant alternatives can be
implemented as a switch statement. For example,
MRX�HMKMX��
������
W[MXGL��HMKMX�
_�
����GEWI����7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��SRI���FVIEO��
����GEWI����7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��X[S���FVIEO��
����GEWI����7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��XLVII���FVIEO��
����GEWI����7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��JSYV���FVIEO��
����GEWI����7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��JMZI���FVIEO��
����GEWI����7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��WM\���FVIEO��
����GEWI����7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��WIZIR���FVIEO��
����GEWI����7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��IMKLX���FVIEO��
����GEWI����7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��RMRI���FVIEO��
����HIJEYPX�7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��IVVSV���FVIEO��
�a�
This is a shortcut for
MRX�HMKMX��
������
MJ��HMKMX�!!���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��SRI���
IPWI�MJ��HMKMX�!!���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��X[S���
IPWI�MJ��HMKMX�!!���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��XLVII����
IPWI�MJ��HMKMX�!!���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��JSYV��
IPWI�MJ��HMKMX�!!���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��JMZI����
IPWI�MJ��HMKMX�!!���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��WM\����
IPWI�MJ��HMKMX�!!���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��WIZIR����
IPWI�MJ��HMKMX�!!���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��IMKLX����
IPWI�MJ��HMKMX�!!���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��RMRI����
IPWI�7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��IVVSV����
Using the switch statement has one advantage. It is obvious that all branches test the same value,
namely digit.

The switch statement can be applied only in narrow circumstances. The test cases must be constants, and
they must be integers, characters, or enumerated constants. You cannot use a switch to branch on
floating-point or string values. For example, the following is an error:
W[MXGL��REQI�
_�
���GEWI��SRI���������FVIEO�����)VVSV�
���������
a�
Note how every branch of the switch was terminated by a break instruction. If the break is missing,
execution falls through to the next branch, and so on, until finally a break or the end of the switch is
reached. For example, consider the following switch statement:
W[MXGL��HMKMX�
_�
���GEWI����7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��SRI�������3STW��RS�FVIEO�
���GEWI����7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��X[S���FVIEO��
���������
a�
If digit has the value 1, then the statement after the case 1: label is executed. Because there is no
break, the statement after the case 2: label is executed as well. The program prints ³RQHWZŔ .

There are a few cases in which this fall-through behavior is actually useful, but they are very rare. Peter
van der Linden [5.1, p. 38] describes an analysis of the switch statements in the Sun C compiler front
end. Of the 244 switch statements, each of which had an average of 7 cases, only 3 percent used the fall-
WKURXJK�EHKDYLRU��7KDW�LV��WKH�GHIDXOW²IDOOLQJ�WKURXJK�WR�WKH�QH[W�FDVH�XQOHVV�VWRSSHG�E\�D�break²ZDV�
wrong 97 percent of the time. Forgetting to type the break is an exceedingly common error, yielding
incorrect code.

We leave it to you to decide whether or not to use the switch statement. At any rate, you need to have a
reading knowledge of switch in case you find it in the code of other programmers.
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Common Error 5.2: The Dangling Else Problem

Common Error 5.2

When an if statement is nested inside another if statement, the following error may occur.
MJ��VMGLXIV�"!���
MJ��VMGLXIV�!���
���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��8LI�IEVXLUYEOI�MW�LEVQPIWW���
IPWI����4MXJEPP��
���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��2IKEXMZI�ZEPYI�RSX�EPPS[IH���
The indentation level seems to suggest that the else is grouped with the test richter > = 0.
Unfortunately, that is not the case. The compiler ignores all indentation and follows the rule that an else
always belongs to the closest if, like this:
MJ��VMGLXIV�"!���
���MJ��VMGLXIV�!���
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��8LI�IEVXLUYEOI�MW�LEVQPIWW���
IPWI����4MXJEPP��
���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��2IKEXMZI�ZEPYI�RSX�EPPS[IH���
That isn't what we want. We want to group the else with the first if. For that, we must use braces.
MJ��VMGLXIV�"!���
_�
���MJ��VMGLXIV�!���
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��8LI�IEVXLUYEOI�MW�LEVQPIWW���
a�
IPWI�
���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��2IKEXMZI�ZEPYI�RSX�EPPS[IH���
To avoid having to think about the pairing of the else, we recommend that you always use a set of braces
when the body of an if contains another if. In the following example, the braces are not strictly
necessary, but they help clarify the code:
MJ��VMGLXIV�"!���
_�
���MJ��VMGLXIV�!���
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��8LI�IEVXLUYEOI�MW�LEVQPIWW���
���IPWI�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��(EQEKI�QE]�SGGYV���
a�
The ambiguous else is called a dangling else, and it is enough of a syntactical blemish that some
programming language designers developed an improved syntax that avoids it altogether. For example,
Algol 68 uses the construction
MJ�GSRHMXMSR�XLIR�WXEXIQIRX�IPWI�WXEXIQIRX�JM��
The else part is optional, but since the end of the if statement is clearly marked, the grouping is
unambiguous if there are two ifs and only one else. Here are the two possible cases:

By the way, fi is just if backwards. Other languages use endif, which has the same purpose but is less
fun.
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Productivity Hint 5.4: Make a Schedule and Make
Time for Unexpected Problems

Productivity Hint 5.4

Commercial software is notorious for being delivered later than promised. For example, Microsoft originally
promised that the successor to its Windows XP operating system would be available in 2004, then early in
2005, then late in 2005. Some of the early promises might not have been realistic. It is in Microsoft's
interest to let prospective customers expect the imminent availability of the product, so that they do not
switch to a different product in the meantime. Undeniably, though, Microsoft had not anticipated the full
complexity of the tasks it had set itself to solve.

Microsoft can delay the delivery of its product, but it is likely that you cannot. As a student or a
programmer, you are expected to manage your time wisely and to finish your assignments on time. You
can probably do simple programming exercises the night before the due date, but an assignment that
looks twice as hard may well take four times as long, because more things can go wrong. You should
therefore make a schedule whenever you start a programming project.

First, estimate realistically how much time it will take you to
· Design the program logic

· Develop test cases

· Type the program in and fix syntax errors

· Test and debug the program

For example, for the income tax program I might estimate 30 minutes for the design, because it is mostly
done; 30 minutes for developing test cases; one hour for data entry and fixing syntax errors; and 2 hours
for testing and debugging. That is a total of 4 hours. If I work 2 hours a day on this project, it will take me
two days.

Then think of things that can go wrong. Your computer might break down. The lab might be crowded. You
might be stumped by a problem with the computer system. (That is a particularly important concern for
beginners. It is very common to lose a day over a trivial problem just because it takes time to track down
D�SHUVRQ�ZKR�NQRZV�WKH�³PDJLF́�FRPPDQG�WR�RYHUFRPH�LW���$V�D�UXOH�RI�WKXPE��double the time of your
estimate. That is, you should start four days, not two days, before the due date. If nothing goes wrong,
great; you have the program done two days early. When the inevitable problem occurs, you have a
cushion of time that protects you from embarrassment and failure.

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

Advanced Topic 5.3: Enumerated Types

Advanced Topic 5.3
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In many programs, you use variables that can hold one of a finite number of values. For example, in the
tax return class, the status field holds one of the values SINGLE or MARRIED. We arbitrarily defined SINGLE
as the number 1 and MARRIED as 2. If, due to some programming error, the status field is set to another
integer value (such as -1, 0, or 3), then the programming logic may produce invalid results.

In a simple program, this is not really a problem. But as programs grow over time, and more cases are
DGGHG��VXFK�DV�WKH�³PDUULHG�ILOLQJ�VHSDUDWHO\́�DQG�³KHDG�RI�KRXVHKROǴ�FDWHJRULHV���HUURUV�FDQ�VOLS�LQ��-DYD
version 5.0 introduces a remedy: enumerated types . An enumerated type has a finite set of values, for
example
TYFPMG�IRYQ�*MPMRK7XEXYW�_�7-2+0)��1%66-)(�a�
You can have any number of values, but you must include them all in the enum declaration.

You can declare variables of the enumerated type:
*MPMRK7XEXYW�WXEXYW�!�*MPMRK7XEXYW�7-2+0)��
If you try to assign a value that isn't a FilingStatus, such as 2 or 6́́ , then the compiler reports an
error.

Use the == operator to compare enumerated values, for example:
MJ��WXEXYW�!��!�*MPMRK7XEXYW�7-2+0)�������
It is common to nest an enum declaration inside a class, such as
TYFPMG�GPEWW�8E\6IXYVR�
_�
���TYFPMG�8E\6IXYVR�HSYFPI�ER-RGSQI��*MPMRK7XEXYW�E7XEXYW�_�����a�
���������
���TYFPMG�IRYQ�*MPMRK7XEXYW�7-2+0)��1%66-)(�
���TVMZEXI�*MPMRK7XEXYW�WXEXYW��
a�
To access the enumeration outside the class in which it is defined, use the class name as a prefix:
8E\6IXYVR�VIXYVR�!�RI[�8E\6IXYVR�MRGSQI��8E\6IXYVR�*MPMRK7XEXYW�7-2+0)��
An enumerated type variable can be null. For example, the status field in the previous example can
actually have three values: SINGLE, MARRIED, and null. This can be useful, for example to identify an
uninitialized variable, or a potential pitfall.

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

Syntax 5.3: Defining an Enumerated Type

syntax 5.3
EGGIWW7TIGMJMIV�IRYQ�8]TI2EQI�_�ZEPYI���ZEPYI���������a�

example 1

TYFPMG�IRYQ�*MPMRK7XEXYW�_�7-2+0)��1%66-)(�a

Purpose

To define a type with a fixed number of values
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5.4 Using Boolean Expressions

5.4.A The boolean Type

In Java, an expression such as amount < 1000 has a value, just as the expression amount + 1000 has a value. The
value of a relational expression is either true or false. For example, if amount is 500, then the value of
amount < 1000 is true. Try it out: The program fragment
HSYFPI�EQSYRX�!����
7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�EQSYRX��������
prints true. The values true and false are not numbers, nor are they objects of a class. They belong to a separate
type, called boolean. The Boolean type is named after the mathematician George Boole (1815-1864), a pioneer in the
study of logic.

The boolean type has two values: true and false

5.4.B Predicate Methods

A predicate method is a method that returns a boolean value. Here is an example of a predicate method:
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A predicate method returns a boolean value.

TYFPMG�GPEWW�&ERO%GGSYRX�
���_�
�����TYFPMG�FSSPIER�MW3ZIVHVE[R��
�����_�
��������VIXYVR�FEPERGI�����
�����a�
���a�
You can use the return value of the method as the condition of an if statement:
MJ��LEVV]W'LIGOMRK�MW3ZIVHVE[R��������
There are several useful static predicate methods in the Character class:
MW(MKMX�
MW0IXXIV�
MW9TTIV'EWI�
MW0S[IV'EWI�
that let you test whether a character is a digit, a letter, an uppercase letter, or a lowercase letter:
MJ��'LEVEGXIV�MW9TTIV'EWI�GL�������
It is a common convention to give the prefix ĹV́ or ḰDV́ to the name of a predicate method.

The Scanner class has useful predicate methods for testing whether the next input will succeed. The hasNextInt
method returns true if the next character sequence denotes an integer. It is a good idea to call that method before
calling nextInt:
MJ��MR�LEW2I\X-RX��R�!�MR�RI\X-RX���
Similarly, the hasNextDouble method tests whether a call to nextDouble will succeed.

5.4.C The Boolean Operators

Suppose you want to find whether amount is between 0 and 1000. Then two conditions have to be true: amount must
be greater than 0, and it must be less than 1000. In Java you use the && operator to represent the and to combine
test conditions. That is, you can write the test as follows:
MJ�����EQSYRX�

�EQSYRX�������������

You can form complex tests with the Boolean operators && (and), | | (or), and ! (not).

The && operator combines several tests into a new test that passes only when all conditions are true. An operator that
combines test conditions is called a logical operator .

The | | (or) logical operator also combines two or more conditions. The resulting test succeeds if at least one of the
conditions is true. For example, here is a test to check whether the string input is an ³6́ or ³0́ :
MJ��MRTYX�IUYEPW��7��̀ �̀MRTYX�IUYEPW��1��������
Figure 5-6 shows flowcharts for these examples.
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FIGURE 5-6 Flowcharts for && and | | Combinations

Sometimes you need to invert a condition with the ! (not) logical operator. For example, we may want to carry out a
certain action only if two strings are not equal:
MJ���MRTYX�IUYEPW��7��������
The ! operator takes a single condition and evaluates to true if that condition is false and to false if the condition is
true.

Here is a summary of the three logical operations:

A B A&&B

true true true

true false false

false Any false

A B A | | B

true Any true

false true true

false false false

A !A

true false

false true

5.4.D Using Boolean Variables
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You can use a Boolean variable if you know that there are only two possible values. Have another look at the tax
program in Section 5.3.B. The marital status is either single or married. Instead of using an integer, you can use a
variable of type boolean:

You can store the outcome of a condition in a Boolean variable.

TVMZEXI�FSSPIER�QEVVMIH��
The advantage is that you can't accidentally store a third value in the variable.

Then you can use the Boolean variable in a test:
MJ��QEVVMIH�
���������
IPWI�
���������
Sometimes Boolean variables are called flags�EHFDXVH�WKH\�FDQ�KDYH�RQO\�WZR�VWDWHV��́XŚ�DQG�́GRZQ́��

It pays to think carefully about the naming of Boolean variables. In our example, it would not be a good idea to give
the name marital Status to the Boolean variable. What does it mean that the marital status is true? With a name
like married there is no ambiguity; if married is true, the taxpayer is married.

By the way, it is considered gauche to write a test such as
MJ��QEVVMIH�!!�XVYI����������(SR�X�
Just use the simpler test
MJ��QEVVMIH�������
In Chapter 6 we will use Boolean variables to control complex loops.

Self Check

7. Self Check 5.8 When is x > 0 | | x < 0 False?

When does the statement
7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�\�"���̀ �̀\�����
TVMRX�JEPWI#�

8. Self Check 5.9 Rewrite the Following Expression, Avoiding the Comparison with False

Rewrite the following expression, avoiding the comparison with false:
MJ��'LEVEGXIV�MW(MKMX�GL�!!�JEPWI�������
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Common Error 5.3: Multiple Relational Operators
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Common Error 5.3

Consider the expression
MJ�����EQSYRX����������������)VVSV�
This looks just like the mathematical notation for ³DPRXQW�LV�EHWZHHQ���DQG�����́��%XW�LQ�-DYD��LW�LV�D�
syntax error.

Let us dissect the condition. The first half, 0 < amount, is a test with outcome true or false. The outcome
of that test (true or false) is then compared against 1000. This seems to make no sense. Is true larger
than 1000 or not? Can one compare truth values and numbers? In Java, you cannot. The Java compiler
rejects this statement.

Instead, use && to combine two separate tests:
MJ�����EQSYRX�

�EQSYRX�������������
Another common error, along the same lines, is to write
MJ��GL�!!��7��̀ �̀�1�����������)VVSV�
to test whether ch is µ6¶or µ0¶. Again, the Java compiler flags this construct as an error. You cannot
apply the || operator to characters. You need to write two Boolean expressions and join them with the ||
operator:
MJ��GL�!!��7��̀ �̀GL�!!��1��������

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

Common Error 5.4: Confusing && and || Conditions

Common Error 5.4

It is a surprisingly common error to confuse and and or conditions. A value lies between 0 and 100 if it is
at least 0 and at most 100. It lies outside that range if it is less than 0 or greater than 100. There is no
golden rule; you just have to think carefully.

Often the and or or is clearly stated, and then it isn't too hard to implement it. Sometimes, though, the
wording isn't as explicit. It is quite common that the individual conditions are nicely set apart in a bulleted
list, but with little indication of how they should be combined. The instructions for the 1992 tax return say
that you can claim single filing status if any one of the following is true:
· You were never married.

· You were legally separated or divorced on December 31, 1992.

· You were widowed before January 1, 1992, and did not remarry in 1992.

Because the test passes if any one of the conditions is true, you must combine the conditions with or.
Elsewhere, the same instructions state that you may use the more advantageous status of married filing
jointly if all five of the following conditions are true:
· Your spouse died in 1990 or 1991 and you did not remarry in 1992.

· You have a child whom you can claim as dependent.

· That child lived in your home for all of 1992.

· You paid over half the cost of keeping up your home for this child.

· You filed (or could have filed) a joint return with your spouse the year he or she died.

Because all of the conditions must be true for the test to pass, you must combine them with an and.
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Advanced Topic 5.4: Lazy Evaluation of Boolean
Operators

Advanced Topic 5.4

The && and || operators in Java are computed using lazy (or short circuit) evaluation. In other words,
logical expressions are evaluated from left to right, and evaluation stops as soon as the truth value is
determined. When an and is evaluated and the first condition is false, then the second condition is
VNLSSHG²QR�PDWWHU�ZKDW�LW�LV��WKH�FRPELQed condition must be false. When an or is evaluated and the first
condition is true, the second condition is not evaluated, because it does not matter what the outcome of
the second test is. Here is an example:
MJ��MRTYX���!�RYPP�

�-RXIKIV�TEVWI-RX�MRTYX�"���������
If input is null, then the first condition is false, and thus the combined statement is false, no matter what
the outcome of the second test. The second test is never evaluated if input is null, and there is no
danger of parsing a null string (which would cause an exception).

If you do need to evaluate both conditions, then use the & and | operators (see Appendix E). When used
with Boolean arguments, these operators always evaluate both arguments.

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

Advanced Topic 5.5: De Morgan's Law

Advanced Topic 5.5

De Morgan's law shows how to simplify expressions in which the not operator (!) is
applied to terms joined by the && or | | operators.

In the preceding section, we programmed a test to see whether amount was between 0 and 1000. Let's
find out whether the opposite is true:
MJ�������EQSYRX�

�EQSYRX�������������
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7KLV�WHVW�LV�D�OLWWOH�ELW�FRPSOLFDWHG��DQG�\RX�KDYH�WR�WKLQN�FDUHIXOO\�WKURXJK�WKH�ORJLF��³:KHQ�LW�LV�not true
that 0 < amount and amount < 1000����́�+XK"�,W�LV�QRW�WUXH�WKDW�VRPHpeople won't be confused by this
code.

The computer doesn't care, but humans generally have a hard time comprehending logical conditions with
not operators applied to and/or expressions. De Morgan's law, named after the mathematician Augustus
de Morgan (1806-1871), can be used to simplify these Boolean expressions. De Morgan's law has two
forms: one for the negation of an and expression and one for the negation of an or expression:
���%�

�&�MW�XLI�WEQI�EW���%�̀ �̀�&�
���%�̀ �̀&�MW�XLI�WEQI�EW���%�

��&�
Pay particular attention to the fact that the and and or operators are reversed by moving the not inwards.
)RU�H[DPSOH��WKH�QHJDWLRQ�RI�³WKH�LQSXW�LV�S�RU�WKH�LQSXW�LV�0 �́��
���MRTYX�IUYEPW��7��̀ �̀MRTYX�IUYEPW��1��
LV�³WKH�LQSXW�LV�QRW�S and�WKH�LQSXW�LV�QRW�0́ ��
�MRTYX�IUYEPW��7��

��MRTYX�IUYEPW��1��
/HW�XV�DSSO\�WKH�ODZ�WR�WKH�QHJDWLRQ�RI�́WKH�DPRXQW�LV�EHWZHHQ���DQG�����́���
������EQSYRX�

�EQSYRX�������
is equivalent to
�����EQSYRX�̀ �̀��EQSYRX�������
which can be further simplified to
��"!�EQSYRX�̀ �̀EQSYRX�"!������
Note that the opposite of < is >= , not >!
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Random Fact 5.1: Artificial Intelligence

Random Fact 5.1

When one uses a sophisticated computer program, such as a tax preparation package, one is bound to
attribute some intelligence to the computer. The computer asks sensible questions and makes
computations that we find a mental challenge. After all, if doing our taxes were easy, we wouldn't need a
computer to do it for us.

As programmers, however, we know that all this apparent intelligence is an illusion. Human programmers
KDYH�FDUHIXOO\�́FRDFKHǴ�WKH�VRIWZDUH�LQ�DOO�SRVVLEOH�VFHQDULRV��DQG�LW�VLPSO\�UHSOD\V�WKH�DFWLRQV�DQG�
decisions that were programmed into it.

Would it be possible to write computer programs that are genuinely intelligent in some sense? From the
earliest days of computing, there was a sense that the human brain might be nothing but an immense
computer, and that it might well be feasible to program computers to imitate some processes of human
thought. Serious research into artificial intelligence (AI) began in the mid-1950s, and the first twenty
years brought some impressive successes. Programs that�SOD\�FKHVV²VXUHO\�DQ�DFWLYLW\�WKDW�DSSHDUV�WR�
UHTXLUH�UHPDUNDEOH�LQWHOOHFWXDO�SRZHUV²KDYH�EHFRPH�VR�JRRG�WKDW�WKH\�QRZ�URXWLQHO\�EHDW�DOO�EXW�WKH�EHVW
human players. In 1975 an expert-system program called Mycin gained fame for being better in
diagnosing meningitis in patients than the average physician. Theorem-proving programs produced
logically correct mathematical proofs. Optical character recognition software can read pages from a
scanner, recognize the character shapes (including those that are blurred or smudged), and reconstruct
the original document text, even restoring fonts and layout.

However, there were serious setbacks as well. From the very outset, one of the stated goals of the AI
community was to produce software that could translate text from one language to another, for example
from English to Russian. That undertaking proved to be enormously complicated. Human language appears
to be much more subtle and interwoven with the human experience than had originally been thought.
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Even the grammar-checking programs that come with many word processors today are more a gimmick
than a useful tool, and analyzing grammar is just the first step in translating sentences.

From 1982 to 1992, the Japanese government embarked on a massive research project, funded at over 50
billion Japanese yen. It was known as the Fifth-Generation Project. Its goal was to develop new hard- and
software to greatly improve the performance of expert systems. At its outset, the project created great
fear in other countries that the Japanese computer industry was about to become the undisputed leader in
the field. However, the end results were disappointing and did little to bring artificial intelligence
applications to market.

One reason that artificial intelligence programs have not performed as well as it was hoped seems to be
that they simply don't know as much as humans do. In the early 1990s, Douglas Lenat and his colleagues
decided to do something about it and initiated the CYC project (from enCYClopedia), an effort to codify the
implicit assumptions that underlie human speech and writing. The team members started out analyzing
news articles and asked themselves what unmentioned facts are necessary to actually understand the
VHQWHQFHV��)RU�H[DPSOH��FRQVLGHU�WKH�VHQWHQFH�́/DVW�IDOO�VKH�HQUROOHG�LQ�0LFKLJDQ�6WDWH�́�7KH�UHDGHU�
DXWRPDWLFDOO\�UHDOL]HV�WKDW�́IDOÓ�LV�QRW�UHODWHG�WR�IDOOLQJ�GRZQ�LQ�WKLV�FRQWH[W��EXW�UHIHUV�WR�WKH�VHDVRQ��
While there is a State of Michigan, here Michigan State denotes the university. A priori, a computer
program has none of this knowledge. The goal of the CYC project was to extract and store the requisite
IDFWV²WKDW�LV������SHRSOH�HQUROO�LQ�XQLYHUVLWLHV������0LFKLJDQ�LV�D�VWDWH������D�VWDWH�X is likely to have a
university named X State University, often abbreviated as X State; (4) most people enroll in a university in
the fall. In 1995, the project had codified about 100,000 common-sense concepts and about a million facts
relating them. Even this massive amount of data has not proven sufficient for useful applications.

Successful artificial intelligence programs, such as chess-playing programs, do not actually imitate human
thinking. They are just very fast in exploring many scenarios and have been tuned to recognize those
cases that do not warrant further investigation. Neural networks are interesting exceptions: coarse
simulations of the neuron cells in animal and human brains. Suitably interconnected cells appear to be able
WR�́OHDUQ́��)RU�H[DPSOH��LI�D�QHWZRUN�RI�FHOOV�LV�SUHVented with letter shapes, it can be trained to identify
them. After a lengthy training period, the network can recognize letters, even if they are slanted,
distorted, or smudged.

When artificial intelligence programs are successful, they can raise serious ethical issues. There are now
programs that can scan résumés, select those that look promising, and show only those to a human for
further analysis. How would you feel if you knew that your résumé had been rejected by a computer,
perhaps on a technicality, and that you never had a chance to be interviewed? When computers are used
for credit analysis, and the analysis software has been designed to deny credit systematically to certain
groups of people (say, all applicants with certain ZIP codes), is that illegal discrimination? What if the
software has not been designed in this fashion, buW�D�QHXUDO�QHWZRUN�KDV�́GLVFRYHUHǴ�D�SDWWHUQ�IURP�
historical data? These are troubling questions, especially because those that are harmed by such processes
have little recourse.
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5.5 Test Coverage

Black-box testing describes a testing method that does not take the structure of the implementation
into account.

Testing the functionality of a program without consideration of its internal structure is called black-box testing . This
is an important part of testing, because, after all, the users of a program do not know its internal structure. If a
program works perfectly on all inputs, then it surely does its job.
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White-box testing uses information about the structure of a program.

However, it is impossible to ensure absolutely that a program will work correctly on all inputs just by supplying a finite
number of test cases. As the famous computer scientist Edsger Dijkstra pointed out, testing can show only the
SUHVHQFH�RI�EXJV²QRW�WKHLU�DEVHQFH��7R�JDLQ�PRUH�FRQILGHQFH�LQ�WKH�FRUUHFWQHVV�RI�D�SURJUDP��LW�LV�XVHIXO�WR�FRQVLGHU�
its internal structure. Testing strategies that look inside a program are called white-box testing . Performing unit
tests of each method is a part of white-box testing.

Test coverage is a measure of how many parts of a program have been tested.

You want to make sure that each part of your program is exercised at least once by one of your test cases. This is
called test coverage . If some code is never executed by any of your test cases, you have no way of knowing
whether that code would perform correctly if it ever were executed by user input. That means that you need to look at
every if/else branch to see that each of them is reached by some test case. Many conditional branches are in the
code only to take care of strange and abnormal inputs, but they still do something. It is a common phenomenon that
they end up doing something incorrectly, but those faults are never discovered during testing, because nobody
supplied the strange and abnormal inputs. Of course, these flaws become immediately apparent when the program is
released and the first user types in an unusual input and is incensed when the program misbehaves. The remedy is to
ensure that each part of the code is covered by some test case.

For example, in testing the getTax method of the TaxReturn class, you want to make sure that every if statement is
entered for at least one test case. You should test both single and married taxpayers, with incomes in each of the
three tax brackets.

When you select test cases, you should make it a habit to include boundary test cases : legal values that lie at the
boundary of the set of acceptable inputs.

Boundary test cases are test cases that are at the boundary of acceptable inputs.

For example, what happens when you compute the taxes for an income of 0 or if a bank account has an interest rate
RI���"�%RXQGDU\�FDVHV�DUH�VWLOO�OHJLWLPDWH�LQSXWV��DQG�\RX�H[SHFW�WKDW�WKH�SURJUDP�ZLOO�KDQGOH�WKHP�FRUUHFWO\²RIWHQ�
in some trivial way or through special cases. Testing boundary cases is important, because programmers often make
mistakes dealing with boundary conditions. Division by zero, extracting characters from empty strings, and accessing
null pointers are common symptoms of boundary errors.

Self Check

9. Self Check 5.10 T How do You Cover all Branches of Earthquake.getDescription?

How many test cases do you need to cover all branches of the getDescri ption method of the
Earthquake class?
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10. Self Check 5.11 T Give a Boundary Test Case for the EarthquakeRunner Program

Give a boundary test case for the EarthquakeRunner program. What output do you expect?
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Quality Tip 5.3: Calculate Sample Data Manually

Quality Tip 5.3

You should calculate test cases by hand to double-check that your application computes
the correct answer.

It is usually difficult or impossible to prove that a given program functions correctly in all cases. For
gaining confidence in the correctness of a program, or for understanding why it does not function as it
should, manually calculated sample data are invaluable. If the program arrives at the same results as the
manual calculation, our confidence in it is strengthened. If the manual results differ from the program
results, we have a starting point for the debugging process.

Surprisingly, many programmers are reluctant to perform any manual calculations as soon as a program
carries out the slightest bit of algebra. Their math phobia kicks in, and they irrationally hope that they can
avoid the algebra and beat the program into submission by random tinkering, such as rearranging the +
and - signs. Random tinkering is always a great time sink, but it rarely leads to useful results.

Let's have another look at the TaxReturn class. Suppose a single taxpayer earns $50,000. The rules in
Table 5-1�VWDWH�WKDW�WKH�ILUVW���������DUH�WD[HG�DW������([SHFW�WR�WDNH�RXW�\RXU�FDOFXODWRU²UHDO�ZRUOG�
numbers are usually nasty. Compute 21,450 × 0.15 = 3,217.50. Next, since $50,000 is less than the
upper limit of the second bracket, the entire amount above $21,450, is taxed at 28%. That is (50,000-
21,450) × 0.28 = 7,994. The total tax is the sum, 3,217.50 + 7,994 = 11,211.50. Now, that wasn't so
hard.

Run the program and compare the results. Because the results match, we have an increased confidence in
the correctness of the program.

It is even better to make manual calculations before writing the program. Doing so helps you understand
the task at hand, and you will be able to implement your solution more quickly.
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Quality Tip 5.4: Prepare Test Cases Ahead of Time

Quality Tip 5.4

Let us consider how we can test the tax computation program. Of course, we cannot try out all possible
inputs of filing status and income level. Even if we could, there would be no point in trying them all. If the
program correctly computes one or two tax amounts in a given bracket, then we have a good reason to
believe that all amounts within that bracket will be correct. We want to aim for complete coverage of all
cases.

There are two possibilities for the filing status and three tax brackets for each status. That makes six test
cases. Then we want to test error conditions, such as a negative income. That makes seven test cases. For
the first six, we need to compute manually what answer we expect. For the remaining one, we need to
know what error reports we expect. We write down the test cases and then start coding.

Should you really test seven inputs for this simple program? You certainly should. Furthermore, if you find
an error in the program that wasn't covered by one of the test cases, make another test case and add it to
your collection. After you fix the known mistakes, run all test cases again. Experience has shown that the
cases that you just tried to fix are probably working now, but that errors that you fixed two or three
iterations ago have a good chance of coming back! If you find that an error keeps coming back, that is
usually a reliable sign that you did not fully understand some subtle interaction between features of your
program.

It is always a good idea to design test cases before starting to code. There are two reasons for this.
Working through the test cases gives you a better understanding of the algorithm that you are about to
program. Furthermore, it has been noted that programmers instinctively shy away from testing fragile
parts of their code. That seems hard to believe, but you will often make that observation about your own
work. Watch someone else test your program. There will be times when that person enters input that
makes you very nervous because you are not sure that your program can handle it, and you never dared
to test it yourself. This is a well-known phenomenon, and making the test plan before writing the code
offers some protection.
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Advanced Topic 5.6: Logging

Advanced Topic 5.6

Sometimes you run a program and you are not sure where it spends its time. To get a printout of the
program flow, you can insert trace messages into the program, such as this one:
TYFPMG�HSYFPI�KIX8E\��
_�
���������
���MJ��WXEXYW�!��!�7-2+0)�
���_�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��WXEXYW�MW�7-2+0)���
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������������
���a�
���������
a�
However, there is a problem with using System.out.println for trace messages. When you are done
testing the program, you need to remove all print statements that produce trace messages. If you find
another error, however, you need to stick the print statements back in.

To overcome this problem, you should use the Logger class, which allows you to turn off the trace
messages without removing them from the program.

Instead of printing directly to System. out, use the global logger object Logger.global and call
0SKKIV�KPSFEP�MRJS��WXEXYW�MW�7-2+0)���

Logging messages can be deactivated when testing is complete.

By default, the message is printed. But if you call
0SKKIV�KPSFEP�WIX0IZIP�0IZIP�3**��
at the beginning of the main method of your program, all log message printing is suppressed. Thus, you
can turn off the log messages when your program works fine, and you can turn them back on if you find
another error. In other words, using Logger.global.info is just like System.out.println, except that
you can easily activate and deactivate the logging.

A common trick for tracing execution flow is to produce log messages when a method is called, and when
it returns. At the beginning of a method, print out the parameters:
TYFPMG�8E\6IXYVR�HSYFPI�ER-RGSQI��MRX�E7XEXYW�
_�
���0SKKIV�KPSFEP�MRJS��4EVEQIXIVW��ER-RGSQI�!�����ER-RGSQI�
�������������E7XEXYW�!�����E7XEXYW��
���������
a�
At the end of a method, print out the return value:
TYFPMG�HSYFPI�KIX8E\��
_�
���������
���0SKKIV�KPSFEP�MRJS��6IXYVR�ZEPYI�!�����XE\��
���VIXYVR�XE\��
a�
The Logger class has many other options for industrial-strength logging. Check out the API documentation
if you want to have more control over logging.

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

1. The if statement lets a program carry out different actions depending on a condition.

2. A block statement groups several statements together.

3. Relational operators compare values. The == operator tests for equality.

4. When comparing floating-point numbers, don't test for equality. Instead, check whether they are close
enough.

5. Do not use the == operator to compare strings. Use the equals method instead.

6. The compareTo method compares strings in dictionary order.

7. The == operator tests whether two object references are identical. To compare the contents of objects, you
need to use the equals method.
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8. The null reference refers to no object.

9. Multiple conditions can be combined to evaluate complex decisions. The correct arrangement depends on the
logic of the problem to be solved.

10. The boolean type has two values: true and false.

11. A predicate method returns a boolean value.

12. You can form complex tests with the Boolean operators && (and), | | (or), and ! (not).

13. De Morgan's law shows how to simplify expressions in which the not operator (!) is applied to terms joined by
the && or | | operators.

14. You can store the outcome of a condition in a Boolean variable.

15. Black-box testing describes a testing method that does not take the structure of the implementation into
account.

16. White-box testing uses information about the structure of a program.

17. Test coverage is a measure of how many parts of a program have been tested.

18. Boundary test cases are test cases that are at the boundary of acceptable inputs.

19. You should calculate test cases by hand to double-check that your application computes the correct answer.

20. Logging messages can be deactivated when testing is complete.

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

CLASSES, OBJECTS, AND METHODS INTRODUCED IN TH

NEZE�PERK�'LEVEGXIV�
���MW(MKMX�
���MW0IXXIV�
���MW0S[IV'EWI�
���MW9TTIV'EWI�
���NEZE�PERK�3FNIGX�
���IUYEPW�
NEZE�PERK�7XVMRK�
���IUYEPW-KRSVI'EWI�
���GSQTEVI8S�
NEZE�YXMP�PSKKMRK�0IZIP�
�����%00�
�����-2*3�
�����232)�
NEZE�YXMP�PSKKMRK�0SKKIV�
������KIX0SKKIV�
������MRJS�
������WIX0IZIP�
NEZE��YXMP�7GERRIV�
����LEW2I\X(SYFPI�
����LEW2I\X-RX�
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REVIEW EXERCISES

Exercise R5.1. Find the errors in the following if statements.

(a) MJ�UYEVXIVW�"���XLIR�7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�UYEVXIVW�����UYEVXIVW��

(b) MJ������\�"�1EXL�TS[�\��1EXL�WUVX���]�!�]���\��

(c) MJ��\�!���]�����IPWI�MJ��\�!���]�!�]������
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(d) MJ��\�

�]�!!���_�\�!����]�!����a

(e) MJ����!�\�!���
���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�\��

(f) MJ����W�IUYEPW��RMGOIPW��̀ �̀��W�IUYEPW��TIRRMIW��
�������̀ �̀�W�IUYEPW��HMQIW��̀ �̀�W�IUYEPW��UYEVXIVW��
���7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��-RTYX�IVVSV����

(g) MJ��MRTYX�IUYEPW-KRSVI'EWI��2��̀ �̀�23�
���VIXYVR��

(h) MRX�\�!�-RXIKIV�TEVWI-RX�MRTYX��
MJ��\���!�RYPP�]�!�]���\��

(i) PERKYEKI�!��)RKPMWL��
MJ��GSYRXV]�IUYEPW��97��
���MJ��WXEXI�IUYEPW��46��PERKYEKI�!��7TERMWL���
IPWI�MJ��GSYRXV]�IUYEPW��'LMRE��
PERKYEKI�!��'LMRIWI���

Exercise R5.2. Explain the following terms, and give an example for each construct:

(a) Expression

(b) Condition

(c) Statement

(d) Simple statement

(e) Compound statement

(f) Block

Exercise R5.3. Explain the difference between an if/else if/else statement and nested if statements.
Give an example for each.

Exercise R5.4. Give an example for an if/else if/else statement where the order of the tests does not
matter. Give an example where the order of the tests matters.

Exercise R5.5. Of the following pairs of strings, which comes first in lexicographic order?

(a) �8SQ����(MGO�

(b) �8SQ����8SQEXS�

(c) �GLYVGL����'LYVGLMPP�

(d) �GEV�QERYJEGXYVIV����GEVFYVIXSV�

(e) �,EVV]����LEMV]�

(f) �'������'EV�

(g) �8SQ����8SQ�

(h) �'EV����'EVP�

(i) �GEV����FEV�

(j) �����������

(k) ��������������

Exercise R5.6. Complete the following truth table by finding the truth values of the Boolean expressions
for all combinations of the Boolean inputs p, q, and r.

p q r (p && q) || !r !(p && (q || ! r))

false false false

false false true

false true false
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«�

5 more combinations

«�

Exercise R5.7. Before you implement any complex algorithm, it is a good idea to understand and analyze
it. The purpose of this exercise is to gain a better understanding of the tax computation
algorithm of Section 5.3.B.

One feature of the tax code is the marriage penalty. Under certain circumstances, a
married couple pays higher taxes than the sum of what the two partners would pay if they
both were single. Find examples for such income levels.

Exercise R5.8. True or false? A && B is the same as B &&A for any Boolean conditions A and B.

Exercise R5.9. Explain the difference between
W�!����
MJ��\�"���W�����
MJ��]�"���W�����
and
W�!����
MJ��\�"���W�����
IPWI�MJ��]�"���W�����

Exercise R5.10. Use de Morgan's law to simplify the following Boolean expressions.

(a) ���\�"���

�]�"��

(b) ��\���!���̀ �̀]���!��

(c) ��GSYRXV]�IUYEPW��97��

���WXEXI�IUYEPW��,-��
������

��WXEXI�IUYEPW��%/��

(d) ���\�	�����!���̀ �̀����\�	�����!!���

�\�	�����!!��

Exercise R5.11. Make up another Java code example that shows the dangling else problem, using the
following statement: A student with a GPA of at least 1.5, but less than 2, is on probation;
with less than 1.5, the student is failing.

Exercise R5.12. Explain the difference between the == operator and the equals method when comparing
strings.

Exercise R5.13. Explain the difference between the tests
V�!!�W�
and
V�IUYEPW�W�
where both r and > s are of type Rectangle.

Exercise R5.14. What is wrong with this test to see whether r is null? What happens when this code runs?
6IGXERKPI�V��
������
MJ��V�IUYEPW�RYPP�
���V�!�RI[�6IGXERKPI����������������
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Exercise R5.15. Explain how the lexicographic ordering of strings differs from the ordering of words in a
dictionary or telephone book. Hint: Consider strings, such as IBM, wiley.com, Century
21, While-U-Wait, and 7-11.

Exercise R5.16. Write Java code to test whether two objects of type Line2D.Double represent the same
line when displayed on the graphics screen. Do not use a.equals(b).
0MRI�(�(SYFPI�E��
0MRI�(�(SYFPI�F��
�
MJ��]SYV�GSRHMXMSR�KSIW�LIVI�
������K��HVE[7XVMRK�w8LI]�PSSO�XLI�WEQI�x��\��]��

Hint: If p and q are points, then Line2D.Double(p, q) and Line2D.Double(q, p) look
the same.

Exercise R5.17. Explain why it is more difficult to compare floating-point numbers than integers. Write
Java code to test whether an integer n equals 10 and whether a floating-point number x
equals 10.

Exercise R5.18. Consider the following test to see whether a point falls inside a rectangle.
4SMRX�(�(SYFPI�T�!�������
6IGXERKPI�V�!�������
FSSPIER�\-RWMHI�!�JEPWI��
MJ��V�KIX<��!�T�KIX<��

�T�KIX<��!�V�KIX<����V�KIX;MHXL��
���\-RWMHI�!�XVYI��
FSSPIER�]-RWMHI�!�JEPWI��
MJ��V�KIX=��!�T�KIX=��

�T�KIX=��!�V�KIX=����V�KIX,IMKLX��
���]-RWMHI�!�XVYI��
MJ��\-RWMHI�

�]-RWMHI�
���K��HVE[7XVMRK��T�MW�MRWMHI�XLI�VIGXERKPI����
���������T�KIX<���T�KIX=���
Rewrite this code to eliminate the explicit true and false values, by setting xInside and
yInside to the values of Boolean expressions.

Exercise R5.19. Give a set of test cases for the earthquake program in Section 5.3.A. Ensure coverage of
all branches.

Exercise R5.20. Give a set of test cases for the tax program in Section 5.3.B. Compute the expected
results manually.

Exercise R5.21. Give an example of a boundary test case for the tax program in Section 5.3.B. What result
do you expect?

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

PROGRAMMING EXERCISES

Exercise P5.1. Write a program that prints all real solutions to the quadratic equation ax2 + bx + c = 0.
Read in a, b, c and use the quadratic formula. If the discriminant b2 - 4ac is negative,
display a message stating that there are no real solutions.

Implement a class QuadraticEquation whose constructor receives the coefficients a, b,
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c of the quadratic equation. Supply methods getSolution1 and getSolution2 that get
the solutions, using the quadratic formula, or 0 if no solution exists. The getSolution1
method should return the smaller of the two solutions.

Supply a method
FSSPIER�LEW7SPYXMSRW��
that returns false if the discriminant is negative.

Use the following class as your tester class:
����
���8LMW�TVSKVEQ�XIWXW�XLI�5YEHVEXMG)UYEXMSR�GPEWW��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�5YEHVEXMG)UYEXMSR8IWXIV�
_�
���TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVMRK?A�EVKW�
���_�
������5YEHVEXMG)UYEXMSR�IU��!�RI[�5YEHVEXMG)UYEXMSR�����������
������7]WXIQ�SYX��TVMRXPR�IU��LEW7SP�YXMSRW���
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH��XVYI���
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�IU��KIX7SPYXMSR����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH�������
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�IU��KIX7SPYXMSR����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH������
�
������5YEHVEXMG)UYEXMSR�IU��!�RI[�5YEHVEXMG)UYEXMSR����������
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�IU��LEW7SP�YXMSRW����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH��JEPWI����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVM�RXPR�IU��KIX7SPYXM�SR����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH�������
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�IU��KIX7SP�YXMSR�����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH�������
���a�
a�

Exercise P5.2. Write a program that takes user input describing a playing card in the following shorthand
notation:

Notation Meaning

A Ace

��«����Card values

J Jack

Q Queen

K King

D Diamonds

H Hearts

S Spades

C Clubs

Your program should print the full description of the card. For example,
)RXIV�XLI�GEVH�RSXEXMSR��
�7�
*SYV�SJ�WTEHIW�
Implement a class Card whose constructor takes the card notation string and whose
getDescription method returns a description of the card. If the notation string is not in
the correct format, the getDescription method should return the string 8́QNQRZQ́ . Use
the following class as your main class:
MQTSVX�NEZE��YXMP�7GERRIV��
�
����
���8LMW�MW�E�XIWX�JSV�XLI�'EVH�GPEWW��[LMGL�SYXTYXW�XLI�JYPP�
���HIWGVMTXMSR�SJ�E�HIGO�SJ�GEVHW��
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���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�'EVH4VMRXIV�
_�
���TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVMRK?A�EVKW�
���_�
������7GERRIV�MR�!�RI[�7GERRIV�7]WXIQ�MR��
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)RXIV�XLI�GEVH�RSXEXMSR����
������7XVMRK�MRTYX�!�MR�RI\X0MRI���
������'EVH�GEVH�!�RI[�'EVH�MRTYX��
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�GEVH�KIX(IWGVMTXMSR���
���a�
a�

Exercise P5.3. Write a program that reads in three floating-point numbers and prints the three inputs in
sorted order. For example:
4PIEWI�IRXIV�XLVII�RYQFIVW��
��
��
����
8LI�MRTYXW�MR�WSVXIH�SVHIV�EVI��
����
��
��
Use the following class as your main class:
MQTSVX�NEZE��YXMP�7GERRIV��
�
����
���8LMW�MW�E�XIWX�GPEWW�JSV�(EXE7IX��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�(EXE7SVXIV�
_�
���TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVM�RK?A�EVKW�
���_�
������7GERRIV�MR�!�RI[�7GERRIV�7]WXIQ�MR��
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��4PIEWI�IRXIV�XLVII�RYQFIVW����
������HSYFPI�RYQ��!�MR�RI\X(SYFPI���
������HSYFPI�RYQ��!�MR�RI\X(SYFPI���
������HSYFPI�RYQ��!�MR�RI\X(SYFPI���
�������
������(EXE7IX�W�!�RI[�(EXE7IX�RYQ���RYQ���RYQ���
���
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��8LI�MRTYXW�MR�WSVXIH�SVHIV�EVI�@R��
�����������W�KIX7QEPPIWX�����@R��
�����������W�KIX1MHHPI�����@R��
�����������W�KIX0EVKIWX���
���a�
a�
Complete the following class in your solution:
����
���8LMW�GPEWW�JMRHW�XLI�WQEPPIWX��QMHHPI��ERH�PEVKIWX�SJ�
���XLVII�RYQFIVW��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�(EXE7IX�
_�
�������
������'SRWXVYGXW�E�HEXE�WIX�XLEX�TVSGIWWIW�XLVII�RYQFIVW��
������$TEVEQ�RYQ��XLI�JMVWX�RYQFIV�XS�WSVX�
������$TEVEQ�RYQ��XLI�WIGSRH�RYQFIV�XS�WSVX�
������$TEVEQ�RYQ��XLI�XLMVH�RYQFIV�XS�WSVX�
������
���TYFPMG�(EXE7IX�HSYFPI�RYQ���HSYFPI�RYQ���HSYFPI�RYQ��
���_�
������������
���a�
�
�������
������+IXW�XLI�WQEPPIWX�RYQFIV�MR�XLI�HEXE�WIX��
������$VIXYVR�WQEPPIWX�XLI�WQEPPIWX�SJ�XLVII�RYQFIVW�
������
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���TYFPMG�HSYFPI�KIX7QEPPIWX�
���_�
������������
���a�
�
�������
������+IXW�XLI�PEVKIWX�RYQFIV�MR�XLI�HEXE�WIX��
������$VIXYVR�PEVKIWX�XLI�PEVKIWX�SJ�XLVII�RYQFIVW�
������
���TYFPMG�HSYFPI�KIX0EVKIWX��
���_�
������������
���a�
���
�������
������+IXW�XLI�QMHHPI�RYQFIV�MR�XLI�HEXE�WIX��
������$VIXY�VR�QM�HHP�I�XLI�QMHHPI�RYQFIV�SJ�XLVII�RYQFIVW�
������
���TYFPMG�HSYFPI�KIX1MHHPI��
���_�
������������
���a�
���������
a�

Exercise P5.4. :ULWH�D�SURJUDP�WKDW�SULQWV�WKH�TXHVWLRQ�́'R�\RX�ZDQW�WR�FRQWLQXH"́�DQG�UHDGV�D�XVHU�
LQSXW��,I�WKH�XVHU�LQSXW�LV�́<́��́<HV́��́2.́��́6XUH́��RU�́:K\�QRW"́��SULQW�RXW�́2.́��,I�WKH�
XVHU�LQSXW�LV�́1́�RU�́1Ŕ��WKHQ�SULQW�RXW�́7HUPLQDWLQJ́��2WKHUZLVH��SULQW�́%DG�LQSXẂ��7KH�
case of the user input should not matter. For H[DPSOH��́\́�RU�́\HV́�DUH�DOVR�YDOLG�LQSXWV��
Write a class YesNoChecker for this purpose.

Use the following class as your main class:
MQTSVX�NEZE��YXMP�7GERRIV��
�
����
���8LMW�TVSKVEQ�EWOW�XLI�YWIV�XS�HIGMHI�[LIXLIV�XS�GSRXMRYI��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�'SRXMRYI�
_�
���TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVM�RK?A�EVKW�
���_�
������7GERRIV�MR�!�RI[�7GERRIV�7]WXIQ�MR��
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��(S�]SY�[ERX�XS�GSRXMRYI#���
�
������7XVMRK�MRTYX�!�MR�RI\X0MRI���
������=IW2S'LIGOIV�G�!�RI[�=IW2S'LIGOIV�MRTYX��
�
������MJ�G�MW=IW��
���������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��3/���
������IPWI�MJ��G�MW2S��
���������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��8IVQMREXMRK���
������IPWI�
���������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��&EH�-RTYX����
���a�
a�

Exercise P5.5. Write a program that translates a letter grade into a number grade. Letter grades are A B
C D F, possibly followed by + or -. Their numeric values are 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0. There is no
F+ or F-. A + increases the numeric value by 0.3, a -decreases it by 0.3. However, an A+
has the value 4.0.
)RXIV�E�PIXXIV�KVEHI��
&��
2YQIVMG�ZEPYI�������
Use a class Grade with a method getNumericGrade.

Use the following class as your main class:
MQTSVX�NEZE��YXMP�7GERRIV��
�
����
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���8LMW�GPEWW�TVMRXW�XLI�RYQIVMG�ZEPYI�SJ�E�PIXXIV�KVEHI�KMZIR�F]�XLI�
YWIV��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�+VEHI4VMRXIV�
_�
���TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVM�RK?A�EVKW�
���_�
������7GERRIV�MR�!�RI[�7GERRIV�7]WXIQ�MR��
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)RXIV�E�PIXXIV�KVEHI����
������7XVMRK�MRTYX�!�MR�RI\X0MRI���
������+VEHI�K�!�RI[�+VEHI�MRTYX��
������HSYFPI�KVEHI�!�K�KIX2YQIVMG+VEHI���
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��2YQIVMG�ZEPYI�����KVEHI��
���a�
a�

Exercise P5.6. Write a program that translates a number into the closest letter grade. For example, the
number 2.8 (which might have been the average of several grades) would be converted to
B-. Break ties in favor of the better grade; for example, 2.85 should be a B.

Use a class Grade with a method getLetterGrade.

Use the following class as your main class:
MQTSVX�NEZE��YXMP�7GERRIV��
�
����
���8LMW�GPEWW�TVMRXW�XLI�PIXXIV�KVEHI�GSVVIWTSRHMRK�XS�E�RYQIVMG�
ZEPYI�KMZIR�
���F]�XLI�YWIV��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�+VEHI4VMRXIV�
_�
���TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVMRK?A�EVKW�
���_�
������7GERRIV�MR�!�RI[�7GERRIV�7]WXIQ�MR��
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)RXIV�E�RYQIVMG�ZEPYI����
������HSYFPI�RYQ+VEHI�!�MR�RI\X(SYFPI���
���
������+VEHI�K�!�RI[�+VEHI�RYQ+VEHI��
�����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��0IXXIV�KVEHI������K�KIX0IXXIV+VEHI����
���a�
a�

Exercise P5.7. Write a program that reads in three strings and prints the lexicographically smallest and
largest one:
4PIEWI�IRXIV�XLVII�WXVMRKW��
8SQ�
(MGO�
,EVV]�
8LI�MRTYXW�MR�WSVXIH�SVHIV�EVI��
(MGO�
,EVV]�
8SQ�
Use the following class as your main class:
MQTSVX�NEZE��YXMP�7GERRIV��
�
����
���8LMW�MW�TVSKVEQ�WSVXW�XLVII�WXVMRKW��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�7XVMRK7SVXIV�
_�
���TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVMRK?A�EVKW�
���_�
������7GERRIV�MR�!�RI[�7GERRIV�7]WXIQ�MR��
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��4PIEWI�IRXIV�XLVII�WXVMRKW����
������7XVMRK�WXV��!�MR�RI\X0MRI���
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������7XVMRK�WXV��!�MR�RI\X0MRI��
������7XVMRK�WXV��!�MR�RI\X0MRI���
�����
������7XVMRK7IX�W�!�RI[�7XVMRK7IX�WXV���WXV���WXV���
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��8LI�MRTYXW�MR�WSVXIH�SVHIV�EVI�@R��
�����������W�KIX7QEPPIWX�����@R��
�����������W�KIX1MHHPI�����@R��
�����������W�KIX0EVKIWX���
���a�
a�
Complete the following class in your solution:
����
���8LMW�GPEWW�JMRHW�XLI�WQEPPIWX��QMHHPI��ERH�PEVKIWX�SJ�
���XLVII�WXVMRKW��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�7XVMRK7IX�
_�
�������
������'SRWXVYGXW�E�WXVMRK�WIX�XLEX�TVSGIWWIW�XLVII�WXVMRKW��
������$TEVEQ�WXV��XLI�JMVWX�WXVMRK�XS�WSVX�
������$TEVEQ�WXV��XLI�WIGSRH�WXVMRK�XS�WSVX�
������$TEVEQ�WXV��XLI�XLMVH�WXVMRK�XS�WSVX�
������
���TYFPMG�7XVMRK7IX�7XVMRK�WXV���7XVMRK�WXV���7XVMRK�WXV��
���_�
������������
���a�
�
�������
������+IXW�XLI�WQEPPIWX�WXVMRK�MR�XLI�WXVMRK�WIX��
������$VIXYVR�WQEPPIWX�XLI�WQEPPIWX�SJ�XLVII�WXVMRKW�
������
���TYFPMG�7XVMRK�KIX7QEPPIWX��
���_�
������������
���a�
�
�������
������+IXW�XLI�PEVKIWX�WXVMRK�MR�XLI�WXVMRK�WIX��
������$VIXYVR�PEVKIWX�XLI�PEVKIWX�SJ�XLVII�WXVMRKW�
������
���TYFPMG�7XVMRK�KIX0EVKIWX��
���_�
������������
���a�
�
�������
������+IXW�XLI�QMHHPI�WXVMRK�MR�XLI�WXVMRK�WIX��
������$VIXYVR�QMHHPI�XLI�QMHHPI�WXVMRK�SJ�XLVII�WXVMRKW�
������
���TYFPMG�7XVMRK�KIX1MHHPI��
���_�
������������
���a�
���������
a�

Exercise P5.8. Change the implementation of the getTax method in the TaxReturn class, by setting
variables bracket1 and bracket2, depending on the marital status. Then have a single
formula that computes the tax, depending on the income and the brackets. Verify that
your results are identical to that of the TaxReturn class in this chapter.

Use the following class as your main class:
MQTSVX�NEZE��YXMP�7GERRIV��
�
����
���8LMW�TVSKVEQ�GEPGYPEXIW�E�WMQTPI�XE\�VIXYVR��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�8E\'EPGYPEXSV�
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_�
���TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVMRK?A�EVKW�
���_�
������7GERRIV�MR�!�RI[�7GERRIV�7]WXIQ�MR��
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��4PIEWI�IRXIV�]SYV�MRGSQI�����
������HSYFPI�MRGSQI�!�MR�RI\X(SYFPI���
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX��TVMRXP�R��%VI�]SY�QEVVMIH#��=�2���
������7XVMRK�MRTYX�!�MR�RI\X���
������MRX�WXEXYW��
������MJ��MRTYX�IUYEPW-KRSVI'EWI��=��
���������WXEXYW�!�8E\6IXYVR�1%66-)(��
������IPWI�
���������WXEXYW�!�8E\6IXYVR�7-2+0)��
������8E\6IXYVR�E8E\6IXYVR�!�RI[�8E\6IXYVR�MRGSQI��WXEXYW��
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��8E\�����E8E\6IXYVR�KIX8E\���
���a�
a�

Exercise P5.9. A year with 366 days is called a leap year. A year is a leap year if it is divisible by 4 (for
example, 1980). However, since the introduction of the Gregorian calendar on October 15,
1582, a year is not a leap year if it is divisible by 100 (for example, 1900); however, it is a
leap year if it is divisible by 400 (for example, 2000). Write a program that asks the user
for a year and computes whether that year is a leap year. Implement a class Year with a
predicate method boolean isLeapYear().

Use the following class as your tester class:
TYFPMG�GPEWW�=IEV8IWXIV�
_�
���TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVM�RK?A�EVKW�
���_�
������=IEV�]�!�RI[�=IEV�������
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�]�MW0IET=IEV���
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH��XVYI���
������]�!�RI[�=IEV�������
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�]�MW0IET=IEV���
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH��JEPWI���
������]�!�RI[�=IEV�������
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�]�MW0IET=IEV���
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH��XVYI���
������]�!�RI[�=IEV�������
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�]�MW0IET=IEV���
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH��XVYI���
������]�!�RI[�=IEV�������
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�]�MW0IET=IEV���
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH��JEPWI���
���a�
a�

Exercise P5.10. Write a program that asks the user to enter a month (1 = January, 2 = February, and so
on) and then prints the number of days of WKH�PRQWK��)RU�)HEUXDU\��SULQW�́���GD\V́���
)RXIV�E�QSRXL��������
��
���HE]W�
Implement a class Month with a method int getDays().

Use the following class as your main class:
MQTSVX�NEZE��YXMP��7GERRIV��
����
���8LMW�TVSKVEQ�TVMRXW�XLI�QSRXLW�MR�E�KMZIR�]IEV��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�1SRXL4VMRXIV�
_�
���TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVMRK?A�EVKW�
���_�
������7GERRIV�MR�!�RI[�7GERRIV�7]WXIQ�MR��
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)RXIV�E�QSRXL����������
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������MRX�QSRXL�!�MR�RI\X-RX��
������1SRXL�Q�!�RI[�1SRXL�QSRXL��
������MRX�HE]W�!�Q�KIX(E]W���
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�HE]W����HE]W���
���a�
a�

Exercise P5.11. Write a program that reads in two floating-point numbers and tests (a) whether they are
the same when rounded to two decimal places and (b) whether they differ by less than
0.01. Here are two sample runs.
)RXIV�X[S�JPSEXMRK�TSMRX�RYQFIVW��
����
��������
8LI]�EVI�XLI�WEQI�[LIR�VSYRHIH�XS�X[S�HIGMQEP�TPEGIW��
8LI]�HMJJIV�F]�PIWW�XLER�������
�
)RXIV�X[S�JPSEXMRK�TSMRX�RYQFIVW��
������
������
8LI]�EVI�HMJJIVIRX�[LIR�VSYRHIH�XS�X[S�HIGMQEP�TPEGIW��
8LI]�HMJJIV�F]�PIWW�XLER�������
Use the following class as your main class:
MQTSVX�NEZE��YXMP��7GERRIV��
�
����
���8LMW�TVSKVEQ�GLIGOW�[LIXLIV�X[S�JPSEXMRK�TSMRX�RYQFIVW�EVI�EPQSWX�
XLI�
���WEQI��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�2YQFIV'LIGOIV�
_�
���TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVM�RK?A�EVKW�
���_�
������'SQTEVIV�G�!�RI[�'SQTEVIV����
������7GERRIV�MR�!�RI[�7GERRIV�7]WXIQ�MR��
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)RXIV�X[S�JPSEXMRK�TSMRX�RYQFIVW����
������HSYFPI�\��!�MR�RI\X(SYFPI���
������HSYFPI�\��!�MR�RI\X(SYFPI���
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��8LI]�EVI����
������MJ��G�VSYRH8S7EQI�\���\��
���������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��XLI�WEQI����
������IPWI�
���������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��HMJJIVIRX����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��[LIR�VSYRHIH�XS�X[S�HIGMQEP�TPEGIW����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��8LI]�HMJJIV�F]����
������MJ��G�EVI'PSWI�\���\��
���������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��PIWW�XLER����
������IPWI�
���������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRX��EX�PIEWX����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR������������
���a�
a�
Complete the following class in your solution:
����
���8LMW�GPEWW�MW�YWIH�XS�XIWX�[LIXLIV�X[S�JPSEXMRK�TSMRX�RYQFIVW�EVI�
XLI�
���WEQI��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�'SQTEVIV�
_�
�������
������'VIEXIW�E�'SQTEVIV�SFNIGX�XS�HIXIVQMRI�MJ�X[S�JPSEXMRK�TSMRX�
RYQFIVW�
������EVI�ETTVS\MQEXIP]�XLI�WEQI��
������$TEVEQ�H�XLI�RYQFIV�SJ�WMKRMJMGERX�HMKMXW�MR�XLI�GSQTEVMWSR�
������
���TYFPMG�'SQTEVIV�MRX�H�
���_�
������������
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���a�
�
�������
������8IWXW�[LIXLIV�X[S�RYQFIVW�EVI�GPSWI�XS�IEGL�SXLIV��
������$TEVEQ�\��XLI�JMVWX�RYQFIV�
������$TEVEQ�\��XLI�WIGSRH�RYQFIV�
������$VIXYVR�XVYI�MJ�XLI�X[S�RYQFIVW�HMJJIV�F]�PIWW�XLER�XLI�RYQFIV�
SJ�
������WMKRMJMGERX�HMKMXW�
������
���TYFPMG�FSSPIER�EVI'PSWI�HSYFPI�\���HSYFPI�\��
���_�
������������
���a�
���
�������
������8IWXW�[LIXLIV�X[S�RYQFIVW�VSYRH�XS�XLI�WEQI�ZEPYI��
������$TEVEQ�\��XLI�JMVWX�RYQFIV�
������$TEVEQ�\��XLI�WIGSRH�RYQFIV�
������$VIXYVR�XVYI�MJ�XLI�X[S�RYQFIVW��[LIR�VSYRHIH�XS�XLI�RYQFIV�SJ�
������WMKRMJMGERX�HMKMXW��]MIPH�XLI�WEQI�ZEPYI�
������
���TYFPMG�FSSPIER�VSYRH8S7EQI�HSYFPI�\���HSYFPI�\��
���_�
������������
���a�
���������
a�

Exercise P5.12. Enhance the BankAccount class of Chapter 3 by
· Rejecting negative amounts in the deposit and withdraw methods

· Rejecting withdrawals that would result in a negative balance

Exercise P5.13. Write a program that reads in the hourly wage of an employee. Then ask how many hours
the employee worked in the past week. Be sure to accept fractional hours. Compute the
pay. Any overtime work (over 40 hours per week) is paid at 150 percent of the regular
wage. Solve this problem by implementing a class Paycheck.

Use the following class as your main class:
MQTSVX�NEZE�YXMP�7GERRIV��
�
����
���8LMW�TVSKVEQ�GEPGYPEXIW�XLI�TE]�SJ�ER�IQTPS]II��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�4E]�'EPGYPEXSV�
_�
���TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVMRK?A�EVKW�
���_�
������7GERRIV�MR�!�RI[�7GERRIV�7]WXIQ�MR��
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��,SYVP]�[EKI�����
������HSYFPI�LSYVP];EKI�!�MR�RI\X(SYFPI���
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��,SYVW�[SVOIH�����
������HSYFPI�LSYVW�!�MR�RI\X(SYFPI���
�
������4E]'LIGO�E4E]'LIGO�!�RI[�4E]'LIGO�LSYVP];EKI��LSYVW��
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��4E]�����E4E]'LIGO�KIX4E]����
���a�
a�

Exercise P5.14. Write a unit conversion program that asks users to identify the unit from which they want
to convert and the unit to which they want to convert. Legal units are in, ft, mi, mm, cm,
m, and km. Define two objects of a class UnitConverter that convert between meters and
a given unit.
'SRZIVX�JVSQ��
MR�
'SRZIVX�XS��
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QQ�
:EPYI��
���
���MR�!�����QQ�
Use the following class as your main class:
MQTSVX�NEZE�YXMP�7GERRIV��
�
����
���8LMW�GPEWW�GSRZIVXW�FIX[IIR�X[S�YRMXW��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�'SRZIVWMSR'EPGYPEXSV�
_�
���TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVMRK?A�EVKW�
���_�
������7GERRIV�MR�!�RI[�7GERRIV�7]WXIQ�MR��
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��'SRZIVX�JVSQ����
������7XVMRK�JVSQ9RMX�!�MR�RI\X0MRI���
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��'SRZIVX�XS����
������7XVMRK�XS9RMX�!�MR�RI\X0MRI���
�
������9RMX'SRZIVXIV�JVSQ�!�RI[�9RMX'SRZIVXIV�JVSQ9RMX��
������9RMX'SRZIVXIV�XS�!�RI[�9RMX'SRZIVXIV�XS9RMX��
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��:EPYI�����
������HSYFPI�ZEP�!�MR�RI\X(SYFPI���
�
������HSYFPI�QIXIVW�!�JVSQ�XS1IXIVW�ZEP��
������HSYFPI�GSRZIVXIH�!�XS�JVSQ1IXIVW�QIXIVW��
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�ZEP�������JVSQ9RMX����!����GSRZIVXIH�
�������������������XS9RMX��
���a�
a�

Exercise P5.15. A line in the plane can be specified in various ways:
· by giving a point (x, y) and a slope m

· by giving two points (x1, y1), (x2, y2)

· as an equation in slope-intercept form y = mx + b
· as an equation x = a if the line is vertical

Implement a class Line with four constructors, corresponding to the four cases above.
Implement methods
FSSPIER�MRXIVWIGXW�0MRI�SXLIV�
FSSPIER�IUYEPW�0MRI�SXLIV�
FSSPIER�MW4EVEPPIP��0MRI�SXLIV�
Use the following class as your tester class:
TYFPMG�GPEWW�0MRI8IWXIV�
_�
���TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVMRK?A�EVKW�
���_�
������0MRI�PMRI��!�RI[�0MRI������������
������0MRI�PMRI��!�RI[�0MRI�������������
������0MRI�PMRI��!�RI[�0MRI����������
������0MRI�PMRI��!�RI[�0MRI����
�
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�PMRI��IUYEPW�PMRI����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH��JEPWI���
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�PMRI��IUYEPW�PMRI����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH��XVYI����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�PMRI��MRXIVWIGXW�PMRI����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH��XVYI����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�PMRI��MRXIVWIGXW�PMRI����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH��JEPWI���
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�PMRI��MW4EVEPPIP�PMRI����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH��XVYI����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�PMRI��MW4EVEPPIP�PMRI����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH��XVYI����
������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR�PMRI��MW4EVEPPIP�PMRI����
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������7]WXIQ�SYX�TVMRXPR��)\TIGXIH��JEPWI��
���a�
a�

Exercise P5.16. Write a program that draws a circle with radius 100 and center (200, 200). Ask the user to
specify the x- and y-coordinates of a point. Draw the point as a small circle. If the point
lies inside the circle, color the small circle green. Otherwise, color it red. In your exercise,
define a class Circle and a method boolean isInside(Point2D.Double p). Use the
following class as your main class:
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�KISQ�4SMRX�(��
MQTSVX�NEZE\�W[MRK�.*VEQI��
MQTSVX�NEZE\�W[MRK�.3TXMSR4ERI��
�
����
���8LMW�TVSKVEQ�ZMI[W�E�GMVGPI�ERH�E�TSMRX��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�'MVGPI:MI[IV�
_�
���TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVMRK?A�EVKW�
���_�
������.*VEQI�JVEQI�!�RI[�.*VEQI���
�
������JMREP�MRX�*6%1)C;-(8,�!������
������JMREP�MRX�*6%1)C,)-+,8�!������
�
������JVEQI�WIX7M̂I�*6%1)C;-(8,��*6%1)C,)-+,8��
������JVEQI�WIX8MXPI��'MVGPI:MI[IV���
������JVEQI�WIX(IJEYPX'PSWI3TI�VEXM�SR�.�*VEQI�)<-8C32C'037)��
�
������7XVMRK�MRTYX�!�.3TXMSR4ERI�WLS[-RTYX(MEPSK��\������
������HSYFPI�\�!�(SYFPI�TEVWI(SYFPI�MRTYX��
�
������MRTYX�!�.3TXMSR4ERI�WLS[-RTYX(MEPSK��]����
������HSYFPI�]�!�(SYFPI�TEVWI(SYFPI�MRTYX���
�
������4SMRX�(�(SYFPI�TSMRX�!�RI[�4SMRX�(�(SYFPI�\��]��
�
������'MVGPI'SQTSRIRX�GSQTSRIRX�!�RI[�'MVGPI'SQTSRIRX�TSMRX��
������JVEQI�EHH�GSQTSRIRX��
�
������JVEQI�WIX:MWMFPI�XVYI��
���a�
a�
Complete the following classes in your solution:
MQTSVX�NEZE\�W[MRK�.'SQTSRIRX��
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�'SPSV��
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�+VETLMGW��
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�+VETLMGW�(��
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�KISQ�4SMRX�(��
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�KISQ�)PPMTWI�(��
MQTSVX�NEZE\�W[MRK�.3TXMSR4ERI��
�
����
���(VE[W�E�GMVGPI�ERH�E�TSMRX��8LI�TSMRX�MW�GSPSVIH�KVIIR�MJ�MX�JEPPW
���MRWMHI�XLI�GMVGPI��VIH�SXLIV[MWI��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�'MVGPI'SQTSRIRX�I\XIRHW�.'SQTSRIRX�
_�
���TYFPMG�'MVGPI'SQTSRIRX�4SMRX�(�(SYFPI�TSMRX�
���_�
������GMVGPI�!�RI[�'MVGPI����������������'SPSV�&0%'/��
������JMREP�HSYFPI�71%00C6%(-97�!����
������'SPSV�GSPSV��
������MJ�������
���������GSPSV�!�'SPSV�+6))2��
������IPWI�
���������GSPSV�!�'SPSV�6)(��
������WQEPP'MVGPI�!�RI[�'MVGPI�TSMRX�KIX<����TSMRX�KIX=����
�������������������71%00C6%(-97��GSPSV��
���a�
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�
����TYFPMG�ZSMH�TEMRX'SQTSRIRX�+VETLMGW�K�
����_�
�������+VETLMGW�(�K��!��+VETLMGW�(�K��
�������GMVGPI�HVE[�K���
�������WQEPP'MVGPI�HVE[�K����
����a�
�
����TVMZEXI�'MVGPI�GMVGPI��
����TVMZEXI�'MVGPI�WQEPP'MVGPI��
a�
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC�
�
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�'SPSV��
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�+VETLMGW�(��
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�KISQ�4SMRX�(��
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�KISQ�)PPMTWI�(��
�
����
���8LMW�GPEWW�MQTPIQIRXW�E�GMVGPI�ERH�E�&SSPIER�JYRGXMSR�XS�
���XIWX�MJ�E�YWIV�KMZIR�TSMRX�MW�MRWMHI�XLMW�GMVGPI��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�'MVGPI�
_�
�������
������'SRWXVYGXW�E�GMVGPI��
������$TEVEQ�\�XLI�\�GSSVHMREXI�SJ�XLI�GIRXIV�
������$TEVEQ�]�XLI�]�GSSVHMREXI�SJ�XLI�GIRXIV�
������$TEVEQ�V�XLI�VEHMYW�
������$TEVEQ�E'SPSV�XLI�GSPSV�
������
���TYFPMG�'MVGPI�HSYFPI�\��HSYFPI�]��HSYFPI�V��'SPSV�E'SPSV�
���_�
������\'IRXIV�!�\��
������]'IRXIV�!�]��
������VEHMYW�!�V��
������GSPSV�!�E'SPSV��
���a�
�
�������
������(VE[W�E�GMVGPI�ERH�E�TSMRX��
������$TEVEQ�K��XLI�KVETLMGW�GSRXIRX�
������
���TYFPMG�ZSMH�HVE[�+VETLMGW�(�K��
���_�
������K��WIX'SPSV�GSPSV��
������)PPMTWI�(�(SYFPI�GMVGPI�
���������!�RI[�)PPMTWI�(�(SYFPI�\'IRXIV���VEHMYW��]'IRXIV����VEHMYW��
����������������VEHMYW������VEHMYW��
������K��HVE[�GMVGPI��
���a�
�
�������
������(IXIVQMRI�MJ�TSMRX�MW�MRWMHI�SV�SYXWMHI�XLI�GMVGPI��
������$TEVEQ�T�XLI�TSMRX�XS�XIWX�MJ�MX�MW�MRWMHI�XLI�GMVGPI�
������$VIXYVR�XVYI�MJ�XLI�TSMRX�MW�MRWMHI�XLI�GMVGPI�
������
���TYFPMG�FSSPIER�MW-RWMHI�4SMRX�(�(SYFPI�T�
���_�
������������
���a�
�
����TVMZEXI�HSYFPI�\'IRXIV��
����TVMZEXI�HSYFPI�]'IRXIV��
����TVMZEXI�HSYFPI�VEHMYW��
����TVMZEXI�'SPSV�GSPSV��
��a�
Here is a sample program output:
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Exercise P5.17. Write a graphics program that asks the user to specify the radii of two circles. The first
circle has center (100, 200), and the second circle has center (200, 100). Draw the circles.
If they intersect, then color both circles green. Otherwise, color them red. Hint: Compute
the distance between the centers and compare it to the radii. Your program should draw
nothing if the user enters a negative radius. In your exercise, define a class Circle and a
method boolean intersects(Circle other).

Use the following class as your main class:
MQTSVX�NEZE\�W[MRK�.*VEQI��
MQTSVX�NEZE\�W[MRK�.3TXMSR4ERI��
����
���8LMW�TVSKVEQ�ZMI[W�X[S�GMVGPIW��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�'MVGPI:MI[IV�
_�
���TYFPMG�WXEXMG�ZSMH�QEMR�7XVM�RK?A�EVKW�
���_�
������.*VEQI�JVEQI�!�RI[�.*VEQI���
�
������JMREP�MRX�*6%1)C;-(8,�!������
������JMREP�MRX�*6%1)C,)-+,8�!������
�
������JVEQI�WIX7M̂I�*6%1)C;-(8,��*6%1)C,)-+,8��
������JVEQI�WIX8MXPI��'MVGPI:MI[IV���
������JVEQI�WIX(IJEYPX'PSWI3TIVEXM�SR�.*VEQI�)<-8C32C'037)��
�
������7XVMRK�MRTYX�!�.3TXMSR4ERI�WLS[-RTYX(MEPSK��6EHMYW������
������HSYFPI�V��!�(SYFPI��TEVWI(SYFPI�MRTYX���
�
������MRTYX�!�.3TXMSR4ERI�WLS[-RTYX(MEPSK��6EHMYW������
������HSYFPI�V��!�(SYFPI��TEVWI(SYFPI�MRTYX���
�
������'MVGPI'SQTSRIRX�GSQTSRIRX�!�RI[�'MVGPI'SQTSRIRX�V���V����
������JVEQI�EHH�GSQTSRIRX��
�
������JVEQI�WIX:MWMFPI�XVYI��
���a�
a�
Use the following classes in your solution:
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�'SPSV��
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�+VETLMGW��
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�+VETLMGW�(��
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�KISQ�)PPMTWI�(��
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�KISQ�4SMRX�(��
MQTSVX�NEZE\�W[MRK�.'SQTSRIRX��
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MQTSVX�NEZE\�W[MRK�.4ERIP�
�
����
���7LS[W�X[S�'MVGPIW�ERH�XIWXW�[LIXLIV�XLI]�MRXIVWIGX�SV�RSX��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�'MVGPI'SQTSRIRX�I\XIRHW�.'SQTSRIRX�
_�
�������
������'SRWXVYGXW�E�GSQTSRIRX�JSV�WLS[MRK�X[S�GMVGPIW��
������$TEVEQ�V��XLI�VEHMYW�SJ�XLI�JMVWX�GMVGPI�
������$TEVEQ�V��XLI�VEHMYW�SJ�XLI�WIGSRH�GMVGPI�
������
���TYFPMG�'MVGPI'SQTSRIRX�HSYFPI�V���HSYFPI�V��
���_�
������7XVMRK�QIWWEKI��
�
������GMVGPI��!�RI[�'MVGPI������������V���
������GMVGPI��!�RI[�'MVGPI������������V���
������'SPSV�GSPSV��
������MJ��������
���������GSPSV�!�'SPSV�+6))2��
������IPWI�
���������GSPSV�!�'SPSV�6)(��
������GMVGPI��WIX'SPSV�GSPSV��
������GMVGPI��WIX'SPSV�GSPSV��
���a�
�
���TYFPMG�ZSMH�TEMRX'SQTSRIRX�+VETLMGW�K�
���_�
�������+VETLMGW�(�K��!��+VETLMGW�(�K��
�
�������GMVGPI��HVE[�K���
�������GMVGPI��HVE[�K���
���a�
���TVMZEXI�'MVGPI�GMVGPI���
���TVMZEXI�'MVGPI�GMVGPI���
a�
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC�
�
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�'SPSV��
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�+VETLMGW�(��
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�KISQ�)PPMTWI�(��
MQTSVX�NEZE�E[X�KISQ�4SMRX�(��
�
����
���8LMW�GPEWW�MQTPIQIRXW�E�'MVGPI��-X�MRGPYHIW�E�QIXLSH�XS�XIWX�
[LIXLIV�
���X[S�GMVGPIW�MRXIVWIGX��
���
TYFPMG�GPEWW�'MVGPI�
_�
�������
������'SRWXVYGXW�E�FPEGO�GMVGPI��
������$TEVEQ�\�XLI�\�GSSVHMREXI�SJ�XLI�GIRXIV�
������$TEVEQ�]�XLI�]�GSSVHMREXI�SJ�XLI�GIRXIV�
������$TEVEQ�V�XLI�VEHMYW�
������
���TYFPMG�'MVGPI�HSYFPI�\��HSYFPI�]��HSYFPI�V�
���_�
������\'IRXIV�!�\��
������]'IRXIV�!�]��
������VEHMYW�!�V��
������GSPSV�!�'SPSV�&0%'/��
���a�
�
�������
������7IXW�XLI�GSPSV�SJ�XLMW�GMVGPI��
������$TEVEQ�E'SPSV�XLI�GSPSV�
������
���TYFPMG�ZSMH�WIX'SPSV�'SPSV�E'SPSV�
���_�
������GSPSV�!�E'SPSV��
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���_�
�������
������(VE[W�XLI�GMVGPIW��
������$TEVEQ�K��XLI�KVETLMGW�GSRXI\X�
������
���TYFPMG�ZSMH�HVE[�+VETLMGW�(�K��
���_�
������MJ��VEHMYW����
���������VIXYVR��
������K��WIX'SPSV�GSPSV��
���������HVE[�XLI�GMVGPI�
������)PPMTWI�(�(SYFPI�GMVGPI�
���������!�RI[�)PPMTWI�(�(SYFPI�\'IRXIV���VEHMYW��]'IRXIV���VEHMYW��
����������������VEHMYW������VEHMYW��
������K��HVE[�GMVGPI��
���a�
�
�������
������8IWXW�[LIXLIV�SV�RSX�XLI�X[S�GMVGPIW�MRXIVWIGX�[MXL�IEGL�SXLIV�
������$TEVEQ�SXLIV�XLI�SXLIV�GMVGPI�
������$VIXYVR�XVYI�MJ�XLI�X[S�GMVGPIW�MRXIVWIGX�
������
���TYFPMG�FSSPIER�MRXIVWIGXW�'MVGPI�SXLIV�
���_�
������������
���a�
�
���TVMZEXI�HSYFPI�\'IRXIV��
���TVMZEXI�HSYFPI�]'IRXIV��
���TVMZEXI�HSYFPI�VEHMYW��
���TVMZEXI�'SPSV�GSPSV��
a�
Here is a sample program output:

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

PROGRAMMING PROJECTS

Project 1. Implement a combination lock�FODVV��$�FRPELQDWLRQ�ORFN�KDV�D�GLDO�ZLWK����SRVLWLRQV�ODEHOHG�$�«�=��7KH�GLDO�
needs to be set three times. If it is set to the correct combination, the lock can be opened. When the lock is
closed again, the combination can be entered again. If a user sets the dial more than three times, the last
three settings determine whether the lock can be opened. An important part of this exercise is to implement
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a suitable interface for the CombinationLock class.

Project 2. Get the instructions for last year's form 1040 from http://www.irs.ustreas.gov [5.2]. Find the tax brackets
that were used last year for all categories of taxpayers (single, married filing jointly, married filing
separately, and head of household). Write a program that computes taxes following that schedule. Ignore
deductions, exemptions, and credits. Simply apply the tax rate to the income.

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. All rights reserved.

ANSWERS TO SELF-CHECK QUESTIONS

1. If the withdrawal amount equals the balance, the result should be a zero balance and no penalty.

2. Only the first assignment statement is part of the if statement. Use braces to group both assignment statements
into a block statement.

3. (a) 0; (b) 1; (c) an exception is thrown

4. Syntactically incorrect: e, g, h. Logically questionable: a, d, f

5. Yes, if you also reverse the comparisons:
MJ��VMGLXIV������
���V�!��+IRIVEPP]�RSX�JIPX�F]�TISTPI���
IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV������
���V�!��*IPX�F]�QER]�TISTPI��RS�HIWXVYGXMSR���
IPWI�MJ��VMGLXIV������
���V�!��(EQEKI�XS�TSSVP]�GSRWXVYGXIH�FYMPHMRKW���
������

6. The higher tax rate is only applied on the income in the higher bracket. Suppose you are single and make
$51,800. Should you try to get a $200 raise? Absolutely²\RX�JHW�WR�NHHS�����RI�WKH�ILUVW������DQG�����RI�WKH�
next $100.

7. When x is zero.

8. MJ���'LEVEGXIV�MW(MKMX�GL������

9. 7

10. $Q�LQSXW�RI���VKRXOG�\LHOG�DQ�RXWSXW�RI�́Generally not felt by people �́��,I�WKH�RXWSXW�LV�́Negative numbers
are not allowed �́�WKHUH�LV�DQ�HUURU�LQ�WKH�SURJUDP���
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FURTHER READING

5.1 Peter van der Linden Expert C Programming Prentice-Hall 1994.

5.2 http://www.irs.ustreas.gov The web site of the Internal Revenue Service.
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